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DISSERTATION ABSTRACT
A STUDY OF THE DECISION TO REMOVE CHILDREN FROM
THEIR PARENTS BY CHILD WELFARE SUPERVISORS
by Charles F. Lorbeer
Faculty Adviser: Aqueil Ahmad
The goal of this study was to analyze the decision by
child welfare supervisors to remove children from their
parents.

This was accomplished by studying the effect that

three specific factors have on that decision,

The three

factors were 1) physical abuse, 2) domestic violence and
substance abuse, and 3) availability of services to help
the family,
Decision theory provided the conceptual framework for
understanding the microstructure and interplay of variables
involved in a decision,

Decision theory was viewed within

the context of the current functioning of the child welfare
system,

The goal was to present an integrated approach that

led to development of a scale that was used to rate specific
factors that this research studied,

Emphasis was placed on

survey research methods to help determine decision making
factors used by managers.
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Eighty-seven child welfare supervisors were surveyed
from the northeast region of the Massachusetts Department of
Social services. The prediction that a combination of
factors of physical abuse and domestic violence/ substance
abuse would increase the certainty of a manager remcving a
child from his parents was confirmed by data.

The prediction

that the likslihood of managers removing a child from his/her

parents is greater with evidence of severe physical injury to
the child than with presence of only general domestic

violence and substance abuse by parents was not supported by
data.

The prediction that certainty of managers removing a

child from his/her parents increases with lack of services
(such as daycare, in-home intensive counseling, and

avaiiability of the agency worker) was confirmed by data.
As a consequence of this study, useful information was
provided for those interested in protective services for

children, e.g., social workers, manager.s, students, lawyers,

child advocates, and society as a whole.

Analysis of demographic and attitudinal variables

indicated a relationship to decision making.

The variables

that were analyzed included the influence of manager's

gender, number of children, attitude toward spanking, history

of spanking, and their opinion on importance of problems
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and solutions to challenges within the system.
Completion of the project has contributed to the
knowledge base of the management of child protective
services,

A contribution to the understanding of how the

system cur�ently works, and suggestions for social change
within the profession have be�n made.

Findings of this study

point to the continued need for the implementation of

specific criteria to guide supervisory decision making.

Formulation of sound decision making guides will not only

increase the supervisor's competence when deciding to remove

children from a parent(s), but will also help to improve the
efficacy of decisions for both removal and non-removal
interventions.
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IXTRODCCTIO�

The proper attachment of children to their parents is
one of the most important aspects of h1111an development.

The

early parent-child relationship is a vital and necessary
phase ot growth (Wasserman and Rosenfeld, 1986).

One of the

great aspirations of modern psychology is to compr�hend the
infant-mother bond (Karen, 1990).

Unfortunately, our modern

society has seen an epidemic or maltreated children who have
not had a healthy bond with their parents.

There are over 2

million reports or abuse and/or nerlect or children each year
in the United States.

About 10% or these reports are

caterorized as serious, and u� to 5000 children die each year
(Jellinek, et al., 1�92).

The child welfare system has

responded by forcibly removing thousands or children from
their parents each year,

"The removal or a child from his or

her natural parents is one of the gravest actions that can be
taken by a democratic society that highly values both
individual and family rights.

Child removal is the ultimate

intrusion into the privacy and sanctity of family lite"
(Pelton, 1989, p.

47),

This removal severs the primary bond

between the child and his/her parents, and often leads to a
variety of emotional problems as children 'drift' in the
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foster care system throurh a variety of 'temporary'
placements (�urphy, et al., 1991, p.

198).

At what point

does the abuse and/or neriect by parents become so severe
that the child welfare system believes that it is in the
childrln's best interest to be removed fro• their parents?
This is the crucial question.
Younr children have no ri�ht of self-deter■ination due
to their age.

Therefore, they depend on others t� intercede

if their parents are severely abusinr and/or neclectinr the■•
The authority of government to remove abused and/or nerlected
children from their parents has its precedent deep in the
roots of American history.

The children of the poor h�ve

been the most affected, both past and present.

During the

1600s the laws of Virginia, Massach�setts, and Connecticut
�uthorized magistrates to remove children from poor families
without parental consent,
was used.

It is unclear how often this power

How�ver, the town records of Watertown,

�assachusetts "show that in 1671 Edward Sanderson's two
oldest children were bound as apprentices 'where they may be
educated and brouiht up in the knowledge of God and some
honest calling.· The reason given: poverty" (Mnookin, 1973,
P• 603).
By the early 1800s, the states' power to look after the
best interests ct children who were unable to protect
themselves was considered sufficient to enable the courts to
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remove a child from the custody of its parents (Mnookin,
"Child removal was a major strategy for dealing with

1973),

dependent and neglected children during the nineteent�
century, and children were placed in institutions" (Pelton,
1989, P• x).
Currently, the choice between placing children in foster
care or leaving them at home in a potentially dangerous
sitiation is often a life or death decision.

According to

Mur�hy (et al., 1991, p. 198):
Two cases which grabbed front page headlines in Boston
newspapers recently provide a tragic illustration of
the dilemma faced by courts and protective workers,
In the first case, two children who had been'removPd
from their parents and placed in foster care were
murdered, probably by another child who had been
placed in the foster home. In the second case, a
child with a history of suspicious injuries was left
in the care of his middle-class parents. This child
too was allegedly murdered.
According to James S. Elkind, Alma Berson, and David
Edwin (1977, p. 531), the quality of the management of abused
and neglected children by the child welfare agencies
determines whether children are adequately protected.

They

state:
Too frequently, imperiled children are denied care and
protection by the very agencies mandated to meet their
needs. An important causal factor in this situation
is the reemergence of societal skeletons and childhood
goblins that impede agencies and professionals from
rendering necessary services. The fate of children
needing protective services hinges on the manner in
which their situations, and the feelings these
predicaments evoke, are manageJ within and between
agencies.
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Contrary to what one might imagine, the decision to

remove a child fro� his or her parents is not based on
precise regulations or factors derived from research.

!\lost

public child welfare agencies have extremely broad and vague
guidelines.

"Moreover, many agencies have not had written

criteria or guidelines for seeking child removal" (Pelton,
1989, P• 49).
It would appear that the problem or deciding whether to
remove maltreated children from their parents has not been
solved since Sanderson's childre,1 were removed over 300 years
Today, child welfare professionals constantly find
.
themselves faced with a great dile111111a. They must decide
ago.

daily whether children must be separated from their �arents

and siblings, and placed with substitute caretakers; or leave
the children with the abusive parents and risk having the

child suffer emotional trauma, severe injury or even death.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

II•

If current indicators hold true, the future will see an
explosion in numbers of children left to the child welfare
system to protect from their parents, and then to either
rehabilitate the parents, or to find alternative permanent
homes for these children.

In 1991, there were about 83,000

children reported abused and/or neglected in Massachusetts.
This represented an approximate increase of 30% since 1988,
If current trend3 continue, the future will have public
administrators dealing with an unprecedented number of abused
and neglected Lhildren.

This will include problems of

physical abuse, sexual assault, failure to provide
nutritional and h�alth needs, emotional or psychological
abuse, and drug addicted children.

Although the causes of

thes� problems are complex, it is often said that parents who
were themselves abused, tend to be child abusers,

This holds

important implications for the future: increasing number of
abused children will likely become abusive parents
themselves,
The problem of physical injury of children by their
parents' has previously received a moderate amount of
research attention.

For example, Henry Kempe (Kempe,
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Silverman, Steele, Draegemueller, & Silver, 1962) originally
identified and defined the 'battered child syndrome'.

This

syndrome usually has the following characteristics (Bowdry,
1990, P•

337):

The child is young, generally under four; the parents
are immature emotionally and have unrealistic
expectations of the child and of parenting, The
parents present histories of maltreatment in their own
childhoods; they are socially and emotionally
isolated. The child presents with injuries that are
unexplained or inconsistent with the explanation
offered.
Rosenfeld and Xewberger (1977) call on professionals to
have a balance in extending compassion and control towards
abusive parents.

They state tbat there is a need for a

standard for decision making "that would guide the choice of
the intervention model •••• there is no body of empirical d&ta
with which to finalize such a standard" (Rosenfeld &
Newberger, 1977, p. 2088).

They propose that repeated

severe child abuse injuries might warrant an intervention
more on the side of control.

Bowdry (1990 1 p.

338)

emphatically states that "if there is any history of previous
trauma to the chil�, no matter how minor, the child ought to
be removed from the L��e."
The presence o! uomestic violence and drug abuse, and
availability of services (which have been limited due to
budget cuts) are two factors that have received very little
research attention,

Saunders (1988, p. 180), for example,

states that "most studies of domestic violence fail to ask
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about the motives for and consequences of violence." One
consequence of domestic violence is the decision by th� child
welfare system to separate children from their parents.

The factors of physical abuse, drug abuse, and domestic

violence are currently part or the "Risk Factor Matrix" which
the Massachusetts Department of Social Services has
distributed to all social workers and managers.

Managers'

use of these factors in their decision making process, plus
the factor of lack of services, was. an�lyzed.

The decision

that was analyzed was whether children must be separated from
their parents and siblings, and placed with substitute
caretakers; or leave children with abusive parents and risk
having children suffer emotional trauma, severe injury or
even death.
Abuse of alcohol and use or illegal substances often
causes an individual to become much more violent then they
would naturally be.

To obtain illegal drugs, individuals

often must commit crimes to secure necessary funds to
maintain the habit.

Violent individuals that are in and out

of the home are often a severe threat to children.

Many

children hBve been beaten and killed as a result.

Others

have been sexually abused by their parents, or other drug
involved individuals in the home.

As the number of

individuals abusing substances has increased, the

numbers of children abused and »Pglected has soared,
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One alcoholic described his behavior in the following
manner (Alcoholics Anonymous, 1976, P• 435):

After IIIY last binge I came home and smashed my dining
room furniture to splinters, kicked out six windows
and two balustrades. When I woke up sober, my
handiwork confronted me. It is impossible tor me to
reproduce my despair. I can only list a few of its
elements.

When young children witness this type of insa11e behavior
When they are themselves

they are extremely traumatizud.

beaten, serious injury or death can result.

A recent survey of Department of Social Services cases

found that abuse of substances is a factor in two-thirds
of supported investigations of child abuse.

A cle.-r trend

has emerged: young children have been severely injured,
or killed by male friends of their mothers, some ot whom had
only been in the household a few weeks.

These men shared a

common profile ot violent behavior, substance abuse and
criminal records.
Increased violent behavior that comes with crack and
cocaine use presents a tremendous risk to children,

There is

a high correlation between spouse abuse and child abuse.

Exceptionally high risk factors are present when family
violence is further complicated by substance abuse.

Additionally, use of illegal substances is also implicated in
extreme neglect of young children to the point that they
experience bodily injury or death.

Therefore, this study

analyzes, as one factor, abuse of substances and domestic

8
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violence.

This is due to the fact that the abuse of

substances is very often accompanied by violence.

As administrators try to plan for the problems of the

future, one indicator of how the future will develop is to

analyze how recent federal legislation is impacting on the
present.

Once this is analyzed, projections can then be

made, and new legislation proposed.
According to a recent �ew York Times article ("Foster
Care System," 1990) ten years after the sirninir of a federal
law meant to reduce the need for foster care by helping
troubled families stay together, foster care has grown into a
multibillion dollar industry of confusion and misdirectio�,
overwhelmed by the profusion of sick, battered and
emotionally scarred children who are becoming the public's
responsibility.
In its first five years the federal law helped cut the
number of children in foster care by nearly half, from
500,000 to 270,000.
steadily.

But since 1985 the number has grown

By January, 1990 it had reached at least 360,000

and showed few signs of abating.

At the same time, the

amount of available foster homes is declining,

There are now

about 100,000 �.s. foster homes, a decrease of about 50,000
from three years ago.

Each home averages more then three

foster children, which more then doubles the nw..ber from 1980
("Foster Care System," 1990),
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Congressional hearings over the past two years and
interviews with professionals show a system in grave danger,
as too few people try to care for too many children in crisis
across the country,

According to law professor and

psychologist Gary Melton, of the University of !ebraska, "it
is a crisis nationally, the system has gone beyond its
capacity'' ("Foster Care System," 1990, p, Al),
While California, with over 80,000 foster children, and
New York, with 62,000, account for more then a third of
children in foster care nationwide, experts state that family
problems are straining the system in almost every state,

For

example, in Massachusetts, a state congressional subcommittee
found that the state's fost6.· care system was not only
expensive but cruel to children.

The system has become

overwhelmed by reports of child abuse which have stemmed in
part from the increase in drug abuse and violence.

The

number of children removed from their parents' homes is
increasing rapidly, and the amount of children under age two
in foster care grew from 517 in 1987, to 893 in 1988.
Massachusetts removes more r.hildren from their parents and
places them into care then the national average,

This state,

according to the report, has lost out on tens of millions of
dollars in federal reimbursement due to regulations that were
previously not in line with federal guidelines.

The layers

of bureaucracy within the agency were termed "staggering",
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Although it is widely accepted that the decision to
remove a child from its parent(s) is one or the most grave
and intrusive acts that rovernment can take (Pelton, 1989),
tew it any studies have been conducted that investigate the
factors that managers in the child welfare system use to
decide whether or not to remove a child from his/her
parent(s).
In years past, probation officers and child welfare
agencies did not exist.

Today, a child's case usually

reaches court after many public officials and private
agencies have unsuccessfully worked with a family. ·Mnookin
(1973, p. 605, 607) states:
Unfortunately, very little is known about how the
discretion of these administrative officers is
exercised before • case reaches court •••• Untortunately
there i� very little systematic information about the
circumstances that result in foster care placement
over parental objections. Although some social
welfare research attempts to analyze why children are
placed in foster care, these studies are based on
samples where many parents agreed to placement or
sought it.
Rosen (1980, p. ii) conducted a study to "analyze the
influence or three sets or variables on caseworker's
perceptions of and responses to potentiQl child abuse
situations,"

Her sample inch\ded caseworkers, assistant

supervisors, and supervisors (22 total).

But, her

conclusions tended to overlook the differences between these
respondents.

�o recent study has been conducted that looks

at the factors that managers in the child welfare system
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consider when decidinr whether or nol to remove a child from
his/her parents.
Althourh in recent years the issue of the removal or
children from their parents has received a larre amount or
research attention, many research questions and problems
remain unanswered,

One such problem is related to the need

tor data about the criteria, (and their relative importance)
used by those who decide whether to recommend removal from
the family or not.

Little or the research re1ardin1 the

r�moval ot children from their parents has focused

specifically on the manarers within the system.

�t is

critical that the factors involved in these decisions are
understood.
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I I I.

Pt."RPOSE

The purpose of this study is to understand three
specific factors that child welfare supervisors use when they
are decidin� whether to remove abused and ne�lected children
from their parents, and the weiihtini of these factors.
These factors are severity of current abuse, presence of
domestic violence and dru� abuse, and availability o:
services/resources to help families,

�or the purpose of this

study, services/ resources refer to daycare, in-home
intensive counseling, and a social worker provided to a
family by the child welfare a,ency.

Factors chosen tor this

study were considered to be amon� the most important reasons
tor removal of children from their parents.

They were

selected after a literature review, from feedback from those
in the field, and after an analysis of results of a pre-test
usini these three factors.

It is believed that an

understanding of these three factors will greatly add to the
understanding of the mana�ement of the child welfare system.
This study seeks to improve the competency of manaieria!
decision makin� within the child welfare system.

This

includes increasing the knowledge base of current decision

13

makini and obtainini so■e notion ot the causative baai. ro�
such decisions,

The expected purpose, or objective for the

study was not to learn the correct choice in a decision
makini situation, but rather the tearnini o� a lo�ical
process, i.e. an examination ot outcomes tor a ranie of
choices in relation to the decision by manarers in the child
welfare system to remove children trom their parents lCasse!,
t.973}.
tnderstandini of this decision makini process has ireat
potential ror increasini the effectiveness or the child
welfare system.

The study is emb•dded within the larrer

decision making frawe�ork, as explained by Cassel (1973, p.

177-178):
The decision makini process represents the sinrle
means man has for improvement of all behavior, since
it serves as the blueprint for the incitinr and
direction or such activity. Ir human behavior is
inefrective it is largely because of the ineffective
direction provided, and no human bebeviQr exists that
cannot be improved, Improved comretency in decisio�
making offers the greatest sin�ie promise Cor
achieving the desires and in�egrlty uf man, Any
helpinr relationship that �Qt!s lo accept this notion
disregards truth and operates ili contradiction to
fact.
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IV. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
A, THE LITERATtRE REVIEW:
CHTLD ABCSE / �EGLECT AXD RDIOVAL FROM PAREXTS

From the preliminary review of the literature it became
obvious that this study highlights a problem that has not
been specifically researched previously,

There is an

expanding literature on the types, hnd sources of child
maltreatment,

For example, several carefully designed

studies have been dolle showing that siblings have a higher
rate of vulnerability to future injuries as compared with the
accldently injured control groups (Reece & Grodin, 1985).
However, only recently has there been a significant
evaluation and follow-up of the outcomes of abuse,

One

obvious outcome is the decision by child welfare managers to
remove children from their parents.

Although there have been

mans studies conducted on the impact of abuse and neglect on
children, and on various aspects of the child welfare system,
no recent studies exist on the specific topic of the factors
that child welfare managers employ when they dec,Je to remove
children from their parents.
Although in recent years the issue of the removal of
children from their pal'ents has received a large amount of
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research attention, many research questions and problems
remain unanswered.

One such problem is related to the need

for data about the criteria, (and their relative importance)
used by those who decide whether to recommend removal from
the family or not.

Little of the research regarding the

removal of children from their parents has focused

specifically on the managers within the system.
In 1966, Shirley Jenkins and her co-workers at Columbia
University published an extensive study on the reasons that
lead professionals to seek the removal of children from their
parents.

This work studied 425 families whose children were

placed into foster care.

They divided the most important

reasons for placement into five categories as follows: (a)
illness or confinement of the parent, 29 percent; (b) mother
with mental illness, 11 percent; (c) emotional or personality
problems of the child, 17 percent; (d) severe abuse or
neglect, 10 percent; (e) problems within the family,
including parental incompetence, arrests, and desertion, 33
percent (�nookin, 1973, p. 607).
In 1972, Shirley Jenkins published another study with

Elaine �orman,

This study had nine categories of reasons for

removal as follows: (a) mental illness, 22 percent; (b) child
behavior, 16 percent; (c) abuse or neglect, 14 percent; (d)
physical illness, 11 percent; {e) inability or unwillingness
to continue care, 11 percent; (f) family dysfunction, 9

16

percent; (g) inability or unwillingness to assume care, 8
percent; {h} desertion or abandonment, 8 percent; and (i)
other problems, 1 percent (1dnookin, 1973, P• 607-608).

Neither of these studies look at the managers in the

system,

Additionally, neither is very helpful when analyzing

the reasons for the decision to remove children from their
parents,

In the first study, the caretakers were known to

have objected to the removal in only 10 percent of the sample
families.

Also, the distribution of percentages of factors

for removal among this subgroup was not given.

Apparently,

the severe abuse and neglect group had most of the,
nonconsenting parents,

This category, however, is no more

helpful in describing the reason for the removal, than the
underlying legal statutes which tend to be very vague.
It too had descriptive factors which lack definitional
specificity (Mnookin, 1973),

Typically such studies reviewed

the case record, focused on interviews with the family, or on
interviews with the social worker.

The following studies and articles w�re also included in

the literature review in order to create a broader conceptua,
framework for the present research,

Schaeffer (1981) described a research project that

studied needs of children in their first placement after

their removal from their parents,

The children's

dysfunctional behavior in placement was seen as a result of
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their beini removed from their bioloiical parents.
Stricklin (1982) analyzed the perceptions ot neglected
children and neglecting parents about the causes for removal
of children from their home.
South Africa.

The study was conducted in

The reasons tor the removal of the children

include truancy, alcoho!ism, marital discord, and child
Removal was viewed by children �nd parents as

abuse.

resulting from a personality characteristic or action of the
child.
Knitzer (1983) authored an article regarding dilemmas
and realities concerning children's rights in the family and
society.

The author examined recent legal situations

involving children.

One area that was explored was the legal

foundation for removing children from their parents.
Stone (1983) discusses the prediction of successful
foster placement.

The author examined the reasons behind

unplanned removal of children from foster placements.
Successful casework was found to exist when the social
workers expended a high amount of energy, and had frequent
contact with children in the foster homes.
Tyler and Brassard (1984) analyzed abuse in the
investigation and treatment of intrafamilial child sexual
abuse.

The current practice of sexual abuse cases and trials

leaves much to be desired.

The authors suggested changes

which could lead to less reliance on removing children from
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their homes.

Zoccolillo and Cloninger (1985) discussed how the factor

of mental illness effects the removal of children trom their
parents.

Parental breakdown associated with somatization

disorder was the specific topic covered,

Removal ot children

and child abuse were also studied by the authors,

Results

showed that a diagnosis of somatization disorder went with
poor parenting,

The same did not apply for uncomplicated

major depression and low socioeconomic status,
Famularo, Barnum, and Stone (1986) conducted a study on
court ordered removal of children from their parents and
found that children removed had parents with a lifetime
incidencl! of psychological disorders an1 alcohol use.

Few of

these persons had been diagnosed or treated prior to the
children's removal.
Famularo, Barnum, Stone (July 1986) published another
article on the removal of children from the home,

This

article focused on the relationship between alcoholism and
child maltreatment that results in the removal of children
from their parents,
Katz (1986) published ar1 article concerning decision
making in cases of child abuse and neglect.

This study was

drawn from children admitted to Boston Children's Hospital
with a physical injury suspected to be related to child

maltreatment.

Results show that extent of injury was not a
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factor with whether the child was placed in a foster home.

Low income families, and families that had previous histories
with protectlve services, lost their children more
frequently,

The author calls for the establishment of a

child abuse team which would formalize decisinn making,
Wasserman and Rosenfeld (1966) studied judicial decision
making in regards to the removal of. children from their
parents.

They discussed factors that judges must weigh

when considering this decision.

These issues included extent

of the abuse/neglect, and potential psycholoical damage to
the child of being removed from a parent and placed in a
foster home.
�orrissette and �clntyre (1982) explored the placement
process for homeless children and looked at permanent removal
of children from poor situations as one possible course of
action.
Pellegrin and Wagner (1990) examined child sexual abuse
and factors affectin� victims' removal from their home.

The

decision to remove sexually abused females from their homes
was analyzed relative to six factors.

These included:

1) severity of abuse, 2) nature of abuse, 3) abuse frequency,
4) employment status of female caretaker, 5) compliance of
female caretaker with treatment recommendations, and 6)
whether the female caretaker believed the child.
Scott (1990)

discussed how 'practice wisdom' has been
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a neilected topic of research. Practice wisdom has been
iinored by those conductini social work practice research.

�any practitioners state that they base their decision makini
on an intuition or 'iut feelini' which they call practice
wisdom.

The author attempts to bridie the iaP between

qualitative and quantitative methods.

Goff in and �yers (1991) studied the development and

dissemination of p�sition papers on the welfare, education,
and health of chtldren from birth to eiiht years of aie•

Content analysis showed that there were "consistent themes,

as well as a consensus of professional thought on recommended

respon$eS to these concerns.

The need for an expansion And

refinement of our advocacy nomenclature also emerged from the
survey" (Goffin & Myers, 1991, p. 40).

Pos�tion papers on

child abuse were included in the analysis.
Miller and Dore (1991) called on child welfare
professionals to focus more energy on developing excellent
training proirams to equip professionals to handle the
increasing number of child abuse cases coming to the

attention of the system,

The authors �xamined four

innovative training programs begun ir. varying human service

agencies in different states.

Simms and Bolden (1991) focused their attention on

visitation needs of families when their children are removed.
They document a 16-week pilot proiram which was created to
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provide a natural setting for supervised visits.

The st�dy

hichlirhts one facet ot the removal ot children fro■ their
parents that needs to be tocu�ed on by the system.
Showers (1992) researched a preventative educational
campaign desicned to decrease the number of children

physically injured by their parents.

"In one retrospective

study of fatal child abuse cases over a 20-year period,
shaking was implicated as the cause of death in 13% of cases"
(Showers, 1992, p. 11).

Cnfortunately, studies show that the

ceneral population is not aware ot the dancers or shaking a
baby.

This stu�y is a classic example of the need· to invest

in prevention, and the positive results which can be
demonstrated when a well documented study is conducted,
The literature review has examined literature that deals
with the child welfare system, with a special focus on
removal of children from their parents by the child welfare
system.

Sources were periodicals, other dissertations, and

books that touched on this topic.

The first step was a close

examination of bibliographies and abstracts.

�ore literature

was searched out then was incorporated into this literature
chapter of the dissertation,
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B. STtDY RATIOSALE: A FRAMEWORK FOR
DECISIOS MAK[SG WITHI� P�9L[C Arn.tINISTRATIOS

This section ot the dissertation will study
orianizational decision making from multiple fields, with a
focus on the field of public administration.

This provides

a foundation for the underlyinR rationale of the research
question.

Literature discussed will be primarily from the

fields of psycholOiY, public administration, and sociology,
The focus will be on the natural interr�lations awong
subtopics and the presentation or an inteirated view of
the knowledge of decision making in organizations
(Administration/Management, 1988).
The topic of decision making is vital to an
understanding of the management of organizations.

Peter

Drucker (1980, pp. �-5) states:
The greatest and most dangerous turbulence today
results fro� the collision between the delusions of
the decisio1, makers, 1diether in governments, in the
top managements of businesses, or in union leadership,
and the realities. But a time of turbulence is also
one of great opportunity tor those who can understand,
accept, and exploit the new realities.
The psychological process underlying decision making
contains several clearly recognizable dimensions.
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Another

way to conceptualize a decision would be to analyze the
interplay of its va�iablea or factors.

Ma117 di■ensions have

been researched by scientists seekinc to describe various
features of human behavior (Cassel, 1873).
Accordinr to Russell Cassel (1873, PP• 37-38):
Psycholorically, a factor i■plies that all variables
involved in the human decision function have been
clustered into related rrouplncs, which are herein
referred to as 'dimensions. • ••• All of the dimensions
have an independent orranization, aa in the typical
psycholorical factor, but they all work in concert
with each other in relation to the human decision
function.
The field of public administration has made some
contributions to the theories of rational decision making.
However, the relationship between public administration and
mainstream organizational theory is weak.

The public sector

contributed some early organizational principles, especially
the rational scheme of decision makinr, and theories of
administration and or bureaucracy.

�any organization and

management texts treat these contributions as .nsigniticant
footnotes {White, 1989).
Joseph W. Xewman (lg7J, p, 3) states that the decision
making process includes the following steps:
1. Recognition of a situation that calls for a
decision about what action should be taken.
2. Identification and development of alternative
courses of action.
3. Evaluation of the alternatives.
4. Choice of one of the alternatives.
5. Implementation ot the selected course ot action.
De.ling with uncertainty is one of the most difficult
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issues for the decision ••�er.

�an7 decision rul�s assu■e

that one cannot st•1• anyt�inc beneficial about the

probabilities of outco■es that will result fro■ possible
courses or action (New■an, 1911).
"One such rule is the '■ini■u■ criterion', which says
that the decision ■aker should deter■ine the worst that could
happen under each alternative course of action and then
choose the one that would have the hichest minimum
payotr ••• At the other extreme is the 'maximum criterion',
which dictates choice or the act with the hishest maximum
payo tr" ( X ewman, 1 971 , p. 5) •
The child welfare system otten makes deciaions usinr the
'minimum criterion',

This conservative mode of decision

makinr unfortunately results in more children beini removed
from their parents (�ue to fear that the children will be
seriously abused) then is nece��ary.
}(any child welt are administrators are not fa111i liar with
decision makin1 tools and are in need ot further trainin1,
The desired aim of auch traininc is not the transformation ot
manarers into analysts but rather to orient them to the
nuances, limitations, and nature of various approaches
(Si,ro, 1984).
Durinr the 1960s, the main reform movement witlin the
federal 1overnment (and in some toreisn countries) was based
on the economic approach to decision makinr,
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Foundations of

this approach were in econo■lc theory, especially i�ilare
econo■ics, �uantitatlve decision ■akins, and aicro•econo■ ics.
Chief tools of the approach were operations research, coat
benefit analysis, cost-effectiveness, syste■s anal,,sis, and
prosr•• budretinr.

The new professionals involved in

implementation of the approach were the syste■s analyats.

In

essence, these chanres involved for the first ti■e the
invasion of economics into public decision makins (Shatritz &
Hyde, 1987, p. 338).
The economic view of decision makinr approached every
decision as a choice between resource allocation.
application

An

or economic analysis should contrib�te to better

decision making. according to this theory (Shatritz & Hyde.
1987).
One h�potheses or this study was that a la�• or
resources would affect decision making of managers and cause
more children to be removed from their parents.
The concept or decision making is the theoretical glue
that binds the elements of modern administrative function,
Indirectly and directly, and in every stare of activity, the
literature of organization and manasement prP.sses
administrators to meticulously develop their ability to make
economically, organizationally, and technically r•tional
decisions.

The evolution of ideas concerninr public

administration sprang primarily from decision aakinr tbe■es.
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What is now changing is the context in which these decisions
must be made in the post modern era, and the extraordinary
ch6llenges associated with the effort to improve
ad�inistrative decision making,

The constantly growing array

of technologies, information, methods, and concepts presents
a formidable task for those attempting to improve decision
making quality within the system (�igro, 1984),
An extensive r�view of literature has revealed that
most practitioners and specialists agree that d�cision making
is a fundamental and central aspect of interorganizational
relations.

Interorganizational decision making is ,defined

"as the process by which organizations attempt to realize
their own selfish or altruistic �oals under constraints
imposed by their o�n organizations and by specific
organizational situations over which they have no control"
(Rogers & Whetten, 1982, p. 11),
Decision making in regards to the allocation and control
of resources in an interorganizational environment is a
process common to all systemo.

Interorganizational

coordination can therefore be defined as the method whereby
two or more organizations use and/or create the existing
decision rules that were established to deal with their
cummon tasks,

For example, research on social welfare

organizations shows that concerted decision making takes
place so that aggregate goals are realized that would not
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have been accomplished otherwise.

Coordination results in

organizations adjusting their respective methods of
operation, objectives, and outlooks.

Joint decisions tend to

be threatening to an organization's autonomy.

Organizations

typically try to maintain their strength and implement

interorganizational strategies that will least affect their

autonomous functioning (Rogers & Whetten, 1982).

Administrators in public agencies often co1DJDission

research to help in decision making,

Administrators will

occasionally ask for a specific piece of research from
consultants, colleagues, or subordinates.

Administrators

frequently question researchers about st��ies to decide if a
specific finding justifies continued administrative action.
And frequently they will read research to determine if the
findings can be applied to their organization,

�anagers need

to be able to evaluate research conclusions and made aware of
the results so that they can assess the quality of the study

and allow it to help them in the decision making process
(O'Sullivan & Rassel, 1989),
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C, THEORETICAL FRA.'\lEWORK:

UNDERSTANDING AND MA�AGING THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM
l, SOCIAL CHANGE AND THE CHILD WELFARE SYSTEM

This analysis of decision making by child welfare

supervisors was conducted within a context of social change,

This section of the dissertation will present a theoreticP.1
framework from which the present study evolved,

A special

emphasis was given to the factors that this study is
analyzing,

This includes drug abuse, family viole�ce,

physical abuse of children, and th� lack of governmental
resources to deal with these problems.
Child welfare agencies have undergone tremendous change
within the past five years,

As a result, the two greatest

problems facing child welfare administrators are defining the
scope and mission of their agencies, and funding.

The

passage of the Feder·al Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act of 1974 and the resulting massive educational efforts to
raise the consciousness of the public has resulted in an
escalat�d amount of child abuse and neglect reports.

The

public expects all reports to be investigated and is
intolerant of unnecessary interventions and inaccurate
evaluations.

Staff shortages and limited funding act to

exacerbate the dilemma (Downing, Wells, & Fluke, 1990).
"Since 1974, with the passage of the child protection act,
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t he number of child abuse cases reported for investigation
has increased annually" (Mills & Ivery, 1991, P•

35).

Administrators are trying to focus their a�encies more
tightly to operate within shrinking budgets. However, there
are currently strong trends by politicians to enlarge the
role of child welfare agencies to perpetrators who are not
members or the family whose child was abused/neglected,

For

PXample, federal regulations have recently been enacted that
mandate agencies to include more types of reports at intake
(Downing, et al,, 1990),

This trend has placed a tremendous

burden on managers within the system as they struggle to do
more with less resources,
A study conducted by Downing, Wells, and Fluke (1990)
had a surprizing outcome.

Few managers were willing to

acknowledge that the increasing burdens (caseload sizes and
insufficient resources) are impacting on their agency
performance.

Only a limited number of managers (12%)

responded that due to these burdens, investigations that
normally would be conducted were not completed,

Managers

listed perceived burdens as a sudden influx of reports,
current caseload size, and very complicated investigations.
"When asked how frequently burdens affect case selection for
investigation, most of the supervisors (73%) reported 'never'
and only 4% reported 'always'.

The majority of the

supervisors (71%) based these conclusions on personal
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observation" (p, 361-362).
Unfo rtunately, the media is quick to point out the flaws
within the system, and they typically leave out any call for
increased funding. The Department of Social Services is the
state operated child protection agency in Massachusetts.
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has rP-cently received much criticism for its poor management.
A recent editorial (Boston Herald, 1992, p. 26) called for
sweeping changes within the Department: "The increasingly

erratic, at times cruel and unconscionable operations of the
Department of Social Servicus require more than a mere

rebuke,

The time has come for a full investigation and

possibly a complete overhaul of what can only be described as

a rogue agency •. ,The agency and its workings should come
under the scrutiny of an independent commission, and its
procedures subject to any revisions it might recommend,"
Leroy Pelton is also quick to point out the flaws within
the system. He cal ls for ·real' change, not just
philosophical and linguistic changes.

According to Pelton

(1989, p, xi):
There have been many changes, but this �tudy may show
that the history of child welfare practice supports
the adage that the more things change, the more they
remain the same. In some respects, it can e\'en be
said that this book is a study in linguistics: Changed
philosophies, theories, 'treatments,' laws, labels,
and names have been changes in words only, and not in
�ethods or results. A dependent child is now called a
neglected child. �egative moralistic attributions to
'offending' parents have been replaced by negative
psychological labels, and so on,
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As the problems of society continue to mount, child
welfare arencies will come under more scrutiny tor the work
they do.

They will have to be more selective on the types of

cases that they become involved with,
become increasingly difficult.

Decision makinr will

Factors affecting these

decisions will need to be analyzed carefully,

The safety of

many children depends on the manner in which these
alternatives are weighted.

Sensitivity analysis and

contingency analysis are two approaches to manaring these
decision$ within the child welfare field.
When making decisions about the possible risk ot severe
injury or death of a child, a specific individual often
cannot be designated with certainty as the one who will be
affected.

Therefore, prior to implementing an alternative,

it should be analyzed as to the resulting impact on the
injury/death rate of the entire communit.i,·.

Calculating the

change in the probability of injury/death may then be a
better method of determining the value of the alternative on
human life.

The fact that many people voluntarily place

themselves in an environment with increased risk of
injury/death may indicate that doing so is valued greater
than a less risky but more expensive or more inconvenient
alternative (McKenna, 1980).
There is at this time no one correct way to make
allowance for differences in the incidence of injury/death.
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"However, in a world where differen� programs compete for the
same dollars, some assessment of the value of lives is
�onsidered by many to be useful" (McKenna, 1980, p. 146).
It is amazing that our society has changed to the point
that manairers will be called on to assess the value 1>f human
life, and literally make decisions on who will or will not
live.

�or example, as health care costs continue to spiral,

tough decisions in the future must be made as to who will be
the recipients of the latest (and of course the most costly)
medical procedures.

The health care profession must grapple

with these realities.

Is it acceptable for the rnited States

to collectively spend billions of dollars each year on
extraordinary measures to enable the elderly to live a few
more months?

Who will make the decision on which person

lives, and who is left to die?

Similarly, child welfare

administrators cannot continue to place more and more demands
on th�ir staff without calculating the impact that this will
have on the community.

Some children wi11 be severely

injured, and others will die as a result of the child welfare
system being too overwhelmed to handle the chan�es in
society's problems.
The burdens placed on the system greatly impact on the
efficiency and effectiveness of case management.

Most child

protection agencies are understaffed, undersupervised, and
underfunded.

This has created a national concern about
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caseload management.

Our increasing liti�ious social climate

ha$ produced strains and pressures that are unique to the

child welfare field (�ills & Cas�andra Ive�y, 1091, p. 36).
The pressures, strains, and the lack of resources has
caused many families to be left in very dangerous situ•tions.
Children die that are known to the system because �recious
resources were used for another family.
As lawmakers decide on funding levels for various
programs, they are actually deciding who should be allowed to
live.

Current!�, few are willing to conceptualize it in

these terms.

However, the pool of resources is drying up.

Special interest groups clamor for their fair share of tax
dollars.

�ore money given to one program translates into

less money for another program.

The programs that receive

adequate funding will enable their clients to live, tho�e
that do not will see clients be injured and die as a result.
These decisions must be made.

The variables on which these

decisions are to be made have not yet been determined,

The

decision makers of the future will need all the wisdom of
Moses as they grapple with these unprecedented dile111111as.
Sensitivity analysis and conting2ncy analysis can help
managers determine how the alternatives will be affected by
having to execute plans that fit with their budgets (YcKenna,
1980).

Mana�ers in the child welfare system are strugglin�

to deal with society's current epidemic or substance abuse,
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violence, lack of sexual boundaries, poverty, homelessness,
and ■any other challenres.

Many child welfare professionals

feel like they are tryinr to plur a hole in a dam, only to
see more and more holes develor.
An e�ample of how cbanres in society have affected the
child welfare system is the tailed 'war on drurs'.

Despite

all the publicity and money spent on eliminatinr the abuse of
drurs, one study or both private and public obstetric clinics
had alarming results,

The rate of positive urine

toxicolories at the public clinics was 16.3%, and the rate at
the private clinics was 13,1% (Chasnoff, l989).
Hospitals across the nation are reportinr incredible
increases in the amount of women who use drugs during th�ir
pregnancy.

�any are using the very addictive form of cocaine

known as crack, often right up to labor,

In Washington, DC

at Washington General Hospital, approximately 3% or children
born in 1982 were drug exposed.
increased to 18%,

By 1988 the number bad

In inner city Detroit, at Hutzel Hospital,

a very extensive study in 1989 found that 43% of babies were
exposed to drugs during their mothers' pregnancy,

In

Illinois, the second halt of 1988 had a 79% increase in the
number of drug exposed babies over the same period in 1987
(Wightman, 1991).
The resulting challenres to the child welfare systew are
immense.

Drug exposed babies become patients in hospitals at
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e normous expense, or they a�e removed from their parents at
birth and placed into an already over burdened foster care
system (Schydlower, 1989),
Beyond obvio us medical risks are serious proble■s the

drug factor places on the infant-mother bond,

Behavioral and

physiological studies show that infants exposed prenatally to
drugs show an initial inability to respond to the face and
voice of the caretaker.

Similarly, the mother may have many

withdrawing behaviors.

Child welfare managers are aware that

problems in responding to their infants' i�ritated and
mothers who abuse drugs are isolated socially, require

greater help in parenting, and are less likely to be involved
in educational and vocation2l activity (Wightman, 1991).
Additionally, the moth�r-child bond is changed.

The

drug exposed infant has a difficult time bonding with its
mother (Wightman, 1991).

These children display an increased rlsk of organic,

emotional, and developmental problems.

Due to major

emotional and physical dama�e that these children suffer,

many are advocating fo r a change in child abuse laws so that
these women can be prosecuted.

"Intense debate now surrounds

the question ot whether or not to ap�ly child abuse laws to

women who deliver drug-exposed babies.

Regardless o f the

outcome of thi� debate, these babies and their mothers need
treatment and protection" (Schydlower, 1989, p. Z).
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One form of protection is the decision by child welfare
manaiers to remove these children from their parents and
place them in foster care.

This can increase the quality of

the tearini environment and lower the impact of prenatal druc
exposure (Howard. 1989).
Recent studies have souiht to determine the effect that
chances in society's drui usace have had on the decision of
child welfare agencies to intervene in families.

These

decisions are ruided partly by community norms and va.lues.
According to a recent study by �onica Wightman (1991, p.
655):
Protective service providers are permitted to
intervene in families where social standards tor
parenting are not being met, as is the case when
parents abuse or neglect their children. Criteria for
placement decisions in protective services were
examined to determine how workers assess the potential
risk and subsequent placement of children into
protective custody. Risk to the child, severity of
the incident, functioning and cooperation of the prime
caregiver, and the age of the child were found to be
the most ;mportant factors used.
The child welfare system has undergone unprecedented
change during the 1980s and 1990s.

If current indicators

hold true, the future will see an explu:ton in numbers of
children left to the child welfare system to protect from
their parents, and then to either rehabilitate the parents,
or to find alternative permanent homes for these children.
During the last 10 years in Massachusetts, the population of
children has decreased by 10%.

At the same time, the number
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or children reported abused and neglected has skyrocketed.

When the Massachusetts Depart■ent or Social SP-rvices becan as
a separate state arency in 1980 there were approxi■ately
iS,000 children reported abused and neclected.
n1111ber was about 83,000,

For 1990, the

It is renerally believed that these

increases arc due to the rapid rise in the use or cocaine and
other drugs, their impact on the ability or families to care
for their children, and the resultinc rise in domestic
violence (iatava, 1990),

Other reasons for the rapid change

possibly include the increased exposure that child abuse has
received throuch the attention of the ■edia.
Child welfare arencies across the country have seen
their caseloads increase at record speeds,

9owever, due to

the economic slowdown and resulting budcet r.uts, ■any
agencies have had to cut staff while tryiac to handle this
increased workload,

Therefore, only the most severely abused

and neglected children are removed, as the foster care syste■
cannot handle the numbers of children it all who were at risk
were to be removed,
The pace of change has accelerated within the child
welfare system,

In 1989, there were over 70,000 children

reported abused and/or nerlected to the Massachusetts
Department of Social Services,
increase in one year.

This was a 15 percent

At the end of 1989 Massachusetts had

about 8,500 foster children, an increase of over 20 percent
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over the previous ·1a months. If this current change
continues, the paradigm of the future will have managers

dealing with an unprecedented number of abused and neglected

children who will need to be removed from their parents and
placed in foster homes (Salomons, 1930).

Nationally, since 1981, fatalities from abuse has risen

36%, child sexual abuse is up 277%.
epidemic proportions.

Child abuse has reached

Cnfortunately, funding from the

federal government has dropped 10% over the same period
(Child Welfare League of America, 1990, p. 289),
There have been many changes in the management· of the
child welfare profession in response to the increase in

society's problems,

One such change is the effort to base

practice on risk assessment instruments.

According to

Michael Wald ana Maria Woolverton (1990, P• 483-484):
Risk assessment procedures potentially can improve
decision making, facilttate internal supervision, and
lead to more efficient resource allocation ••••Despite
the promise, we believe that risk assessment
instruments have only limited utility at present.
Managers within child protection agencies began using

risk assessment instruments due to the many changes in the

policies and direct.on of their agencies over the past 15
years.

Prior to 1970, intervention by the juvenile courts

and child protection agencies was often explained as a way to
help children who received 'inadequate care',

No exact harm

was required, and a likelihood of future injury was not a
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requirement for removal ot children from their parents,

Therefore, child welfare agencies were not concerned with
assessing risk carefully (Wald & Woolverton, 1990),
Additionally, statutes defining court jurisdiction
over neglected and ·abused children al lowed removal if
children were in an 'unfit home', the parents were
'unsuitable or neglectful', or other such undefined and vague
terms.

Those inter�sted in risk assessment would be unable

to define the behavior that needed to be predicted (Wald &
Woolverton, 1990),
Development of formal risk assessment systems has
been hailed by some as a way to respond to changes in society
and to improve the management of the system's intervention.
Although assessment of risk has been a practice of child
welfare agencies for many years, the implementation ot
defined assessment instruments is new.
In a study of 100 local child welfare agencies,
respondents were questioned 8bout formal agency policies and
written procedures, including decision making factors used to
measure level of severity.

"Type of abuse or neglect was the

most common criterion used for prioritiiing complaints, cited
by nearly all of the administrators and supervisors (88% and
91%, respectively).

Severity of injury was chosen as the

second most common factor by both groups 178% of the
administrators and 81% of the supervisors)" (Downing, Wells,
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and Fluke, 1990, P• 365),

According to Downing, Wells, and Fluke (1990, P• 365):
Currently, risk assessment is often detin,d as a
systematic decision making process that may use one or
more instruments tor evaluating risk, designed to
provide workers with concrete and pra�tical guidelines
tor decision making at any point during a case and to
develop consensus,,,.
As caseloads have risen dramatically in the past five

years, administrators must look not only at risk assessment,
but also on placement prevention.

If every child wa� placed

into foNter care that was at high risk, the already
underfunded and overburdened roster care system would topple,
There simply are no alternative homes to place these.children
into.

The emphasis must therefore be placed on Clll'lily

preservation.
Programs to prevent placement have been implemented in
many states to treat multiproblem families referred tor
neglect, abuse, youth status offences (truancy, curfew
violations, etc.), and delinquency.

Extensive outreach

therapy pro�rams have worked to avoid the removal of children
from their parents and the breakup or families.
researchers

Previous

[Haapala, 1983; Heying, 1985; and Jones, 1986]

have documented the effectiveness of programs that preserve
families intact or return children home faster.

However,

little research has been conducted concerning the important
factor� in avoiding placement and helping families.

Little

is known about the effect or family therapy, ecological, and
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organizational variables on children and their parents.
Placement prevention efforts have varied greatly in duration,
intPnsity, services provided, and contacts with families,

Further research is needed on the factors that differentiate
services and families in cases where a child is placed from
those where placement is avoided

(Reid, Kagan, & Schlosberg,

1988).

M�nagers have developed family preservation programs

which usually consisted of the following ingredients:
a) crisis oriented treatment; b) intensive in-home

counseling; c) worked with families as a unit; d) adapted
home visits to a family's schedule; e) taught par�nting

skills; f) hooked families up to available co-unity services
and resources; and g) short time-limited involvement, usually
limited to two to six months.

Families referred to these

prog�ams are typically at high risk of having a child placed
out of the home.

Some cases involved fa11:ilies where a child

was in placement and the goal of the outreach counseling was

to improve the family's functioning so that the child could
be returned home,

These counselors have the skill to form

intensive therapeutic relationships with dysfunctional

families characterized by severe and chronic disturbances.

such as sexual or physical abuae, violence, drug use, and/or
neglect (Reid, et al., 1988),

Administrators are utruggling to deal with the loss of
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financial resources for their mandated programs.

to Schilling, Schinke, and Weatherly (1988, P• 5):

�ccording

Forced to lower their goals, social workers have
turned to service concepts that promise to do more
with less, Some of the recent trends in service
delivery that are described as innovative are in fact
variations of traditional methods of serving clients.
For example, case management has been hailed as a cost
cutting innovation in service delivery,

However, this form

of delivering services is new only in name (Schilling, et
al., 1988).
Prior to the current budget cuts, the past two decades
had witnessed a widespread growth in the Ameriran child
protection system.

Yost professionals believe that this

country still has the most highly developed and specialized
system for handling this problem (Faller, 1985).

However the

system has its flaws.
Kathleen Faller (1985, p, 63) states:
Like many other social engineering endeavors, the
system h&s a number of unanticipated and unintended
negative co�sequences for families and children who
are channeled into it, Some of these are inherent in
the system itself, and others are a consequence of
inadequate funding,
1be child welfare system is desperately in need of
increased fundlng for the imp]Ementation of new innovative
services,

When caseloads began to explode ten years ago,

there was an increase in federal and state funding to
implement demonstration projects and other innovative
services.

[nfortunately, the momentum for an appropriate
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caseload size and the development of innovative treatment
proerams has been ereatly inhibited by fundine cutbacks,
In recent years problems have continued to erow,

l3etween 1986 and 1989, the number ot youth placed in
detention tor drug offences increased 641%.

One in seven

Massachusetts teenagers contracted a sexually transmitted
disease.

One in six children lived in poverty,

An i-ediate

investment is needed due to the tact that tor every $1 spent
on preventative programs, S5 is saved in treatment and
interv-::mtion programs.

The reason that this i-ediate

investment is needed is due to the rapid change in.the number
and intensity ot societal problems that public adainistrators
a;e cu�rently facing and will be facing in the future
(Salomons, 1990).

Funding decisions are regularly
unplanned manner.

made in a chaotic and

"Many studies have revealed that planning

is done in the context of daily actions, and that the

decision process does not unfold in a logical and orderly

way, and occurs under conditions of uncertainty where meaning

is subjective" (Mordock, 1989, p. 598).

Whether in the public or nonprofit sector, professionals

are struggling to make the best changes so they can provide
the best services under difficult circumstances (Schillin�,

et al., 1988, p, 5),

Viewing these modern decisions through a systeQs
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perspective can provide some help,

However, many feel that

the methods are inherently tlawed as ways ot ameliorating
human suttering.

When the child welfare system too quickly

decides to implement a new concept without proper study, they
abdicate their position as advocates, and often shitt the
burden of res�onsibility trom the public to the needy
(Schillini, et.

al, 1988, p. 8),

In nrder to manage growing caseloads and to deal with
increasingly coupiicated family situations, managers must
continue to press for positive change.

They must strengthen

services that support families tetore a crises occurs.
Definitions of abuse must be clarified and the factors that
lead to d�cision making must be clearly understood,

Programs

that treat and prevent family breakdowns must be improved.
Out-of-home care and adoption services must be expanded.
This is an investment in the future that must be made now
(Salomons, 1990).
Innovative solutions must be sought to fund these
programs.

Administrators currently lack specific research to

clearly document that without services manat:ers recommend a
more costly alternative: removal of children tram their
parents.

This study's hypotheses investigated factors that

lead to the removal of chilrlren from their parents.

One of

the hypotheses stated that managers will be more likely to
recommend the removal of children when there is a lack ot
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resources,

Durinr the past fifty years, experimental psycholorists

have increasinrly focused their research on human judrements,
or decision making,

These attempts have rone beyond strict

behaviorism, and have covered a wide ranre or topics

including: decisions under risk, information-interration

theory, social decision makinr, portfolio theory, and
interration theory,

All of these approaches share the common

roal of explaininr the process and structure ot how
individuals make rational decisio�s and differentiate between
choices (Rosen, 1980, PP• 21-22),
There are two basic types of rr.tional dec�sion makh:r
theories: normative Qnrl descriptive decision theories,

The

normative theory of decision making "is said to concern the
choices that a rational man should make i� a given si,uation,
regardless of the choices that real men actually make" (Lee,
1971, p. 16),

�Descriptive theory is said to co�cern the

choices that re�l people actually make, regardless of the
choices they should make" (Lee, 1971, p. 16),

Otten in

social science resear�h factors are introduced in such a way
that subjects would be frustrated if they attempted to employ
normative decision making when chosing a response.

due to the fact that unresolvable dilemmas are often

This is

purposefully built into studies so that researchers can study

real life situatior.s.
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The type of job that a person holds impacts on their

decision makinr style,

Jobs can be classified into two

catercries: a) possible, and b) impossible,

Althourh

Harrrove and Glidewell 's (1990, p, 8) book is somewhat
jud�emental and biaseJ arainst "trresponsible and intractable
clients", it serves as a useful model to examine the context
of decision makinr within the field of child welfare.
"Possible jobs are those with one leritimate client�le
and with few constituencies in only mild conflict, those
enjoyinr rreat pubiic respect for professional or scientific
authority, and those ruided by stronr, well-understood myths
that sustain policy continuity and feasible roals (Harrrove &
Glidewell, 1990, p. 8),"

Workers within these arencies have

a reasonable workload, and the$e arencies have a waitinr list
or limit on those they cun serve,
Those holdini "impossible jobs must serve irresponsible
and intractable clients in intense conflicts with more
legitimate clients for public resources; must satisfy
multiple and intensely polarized, active constituencies;
possess professi�nal, scientific authority that commands
little public respect; and are guided by weak, controversial
myths that cannot sustain policy continuity.,,," (Harrrove &
GI idewell, 1990, p. 8).

The agencies usual Iy have no wait inr

lists, and workloads are unrealistic.
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2, CHILD WELFARE DECISION �AKI�G THEORY

Child welfare workers and administrators have impossible
jobs.

Social welfare departments in most states are often

the larrest in terms of the nUJDber or employees an� the size
or the budret (Hargrove & Glidewell, 1990).

The child

welfare budret is a component ot the total state welfare
budget.

For example, in �assachusetts the yearly budget for

child welfare is about 400 million dollars,
It is in the context ot dail� decision making that
impossibilitie� confronting these employees begin to come
into focus.

Decision makers must make choices in a very

hostile environment.

Re�ipients ot child welfare services

are of•en child molesters, drug abusers, teenage mothers,
unemployed welfare recipients, and minority-group members-
who are of little concern and unpopular with taxpayers,
service providers, and voters.

�ost t�xpayers who provide

money for these programs are not recipients ot services.
Socidl programs usually involve redistribution, which is
generally a politically controversial activity.
Additionally, advocates tor clients, administrators, and
clients themselves constantly are at odds over th� most
appropriate treatment tor clients.

These players are under

no obligation to subordinate their self-interests or to
co�perate with one another (Hargrove & Glidewell, 1990).
Ther1oiore, the environment for the decision maker in an
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impossible job is very hostile,

This adds to the difficulty

or makinr rood decisions within the child welCare system,
The discussion will now move Crom reneral decision

making issues, to speciCic decision makinr on the Cront line
or the field.

It should be noted that decision makers on the

front line usually make choices by employing descriptive
theory,

However, decision making is very difficult when the

deCinitions and descriptions of child abuse and ne,lect are
vague.
Child neglect and abuse may be seen as a aberration and
failure in the normal pdrent-child relationship.

Social

workers and managers have had difficulty in developing
definitions of neglect and abuse that are helpful in deciding
whether to intervene (Wasserman & Rosenfeld, 1986).
Often child welfare agencies have had extremely broad
and vague criteria for defining neglect and abuse.
Additionally, many agencies do not have written guidelines or
policies for seeking the removal of children,

Laws governing

intervention by the courts have been extremely broad and
vague.

This broadness and vagueness in the standards for the

removal of children has caused much variability in judgements
by decision makers (Pelton, 1989).
According to Wasserman and Rosenfeld (1986, p, 517):
T!1e 1962 definition of child abuse or baby battery
included mainly the most severe cases, such as those
where infants' skulls had been broken; recent
definitions have been expanded to include any form or
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see■ to consider
corpor�l punisbaent. So■e au�hors
anythi� less than opti■al child rearinc to be abuse
because such uphrinrinr impeded a child fro• realizinr
bis full p�tential.

Child welfare professionals are constantly f�ced with

the difficult decision of whether to remove a child tro■ its
family.

This d ecision is difficult tor a variety ot reasons.

Every child should have the rirht to be raised by their
biolorical parents.

When this bond is broken all t7pes of

psycholorical daaare can result,

Therefore, child w•lfare

professionals should only remove a child from its parents
when a decision has �een mad� ihat removal would cause le�s
damare to a child then remaininr with its parent.
The involuntary removal or a child from its parents has
several parallels with the involuntary admission of patients
into psychiatric facilities.

In uoth cases, a h1111an service

professional makes a judrement on the safety or an individual
to remain i11 their current environment.

Thi!' commitment ot

mentally ill individuals is causinr a major dile-a tor the
psycholorical profession.
throughout the country.

Laws are varue, and vary
The need to quickly predict future

client behavior may on thR one hand violate a elients rirhts,
while on the other hand place the safety of a community at

risk if a mentally ill P.erson is allowed to be on the
streets.

�ost states have several criteria that must be ■et

for an in�oluntary commitment (Seral, Watson, & Nelson,
1985).

The trend, according to these authors, is in
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restricting the numbers of those who can be committed.
The child welfare community is also struggling with

their own criteria for the involuntary removal of children
from their parents.

Child welfare workers in some states,

after receiving a report that a child is at risk, have legal
authority to remove endangered children from �arents on the
spot, without any prior court approval,

At the present time, every state has a statute enabling

the courts to

protect a child from its family,

Most states

have laws that allow the court to be involved in the child's
life if the child lacks a sui!able guardian and is•therefore
'dependant' or a 'ward' of the state, and if a parent has
abused or neglected him/her,

Legislative definitions of

abuse and neglect are open-ended and vague,

They require a

large amount of subjective determination by the professionals
involved,

Also they allow intrusion into a family not only

when a demonstrated condition of abuse and/or neglect has
al�eady occurred, but even in the case where a risk for

abuse/n�glect is r esent,

This can even cause battles

between parents and child welfare agencies who have different
religious standards and moral values.

The legal standards

toda¥ have hardly been made any more precise then those that

were in existence more then 100 years ago (�nooki�, 1973),
In Massachusetts, for example, a social worker may

remove a child from a parent if the child is at 'imminent
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However the social worker must go into court within
twenty-tour hours after the removal of the uhild(ren) and

risk',

convince a judge that the decision was correct (�urphy, et
al,, 1991, p. 199),

Social workers must constantly evaluate the

suitability of care children are given.

The decision on

whether to remove a child from their parents and siblings has

an effect that lasts a lifetime,

The fear exists that these

decisions are arbitrary, may contain cultural bias, and are

based on the values of the white, middle-class society that
most workers were brought up in (Polansky, Ammons, &
Weathersby, 1983).

Research contained in this study adds to

the knowledge of what motivates child welfare professionals
to remove children.

One thing is clear, whatever the

criteria, the decision to remove-a child has a lifelong
impact,
Because of its lifelong impact, the decision as to
whether and at what time to separate parents from their
children are some of the hardest decisions made by child
welfare managers,

The lack of definitional clarity has caused difficult
decision making problems tor the child welfare manager who

must decide when the government must intervene to protect
children.

This problem is compounded by the limited

alternatives available to the manager other than placing

sz
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children in foster care, the legal challenge of proving
abuse, and the many children in borderline abuse/neglect
circumstances (Wasserman & Rosenfeld, 1986),

More recent abuse and neglect regulations have changed

the standard of what is considered 'minimally adequate

parenting' to a practical one (Wasserman & Rosenfeld, 1986),
Researchers use a variety of techniques to gather data

on specific decision making factors, One of these is the

development of a scale that can rate factors that influence
decision making,

Such a scale can be administered as part of

a survey that uses standard research techniques to study
decision making patterns,
One argument against surveys is that they are not well
suited for the study of behavior and attitudes because they
elicit biased and unreliable self-reports,

This springs from

the rationale that responses are too abstract,

It can be

argued that each respondent will respond according to their
own mental picture.

One good solution is to present the

stimulus in as detailed and concrete manner as possible
within a vignette (Alexander & Becker, 1978),
Alexander and Becker (1978, pp. 93-94) state:
Vignettes are short descr1ptions of a person or a
social situation which contain precise references to
what are thought to be the most important factors in
the decision-making or judgement-making processes of
respondents. Thus, rather than allowing or requiring
respondents to impute such information themselves in
reacting to simple, direct , abstract questions about
the person or situation, the additional detail is
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provided by the researcher and is thereby standardized
across respondents,

To date, vignettes have been used with a wide variety of
research on decision making.

For example, they have been

employed in the area of experimental social psychological

research, particularly in deciding responsibility for
automobile accidents or to a victim for a crime, and

simulated jury decision making (Alexander & Becker, 1978),

Within the field of child welfare vignettes have beev

used frequently,

For example, they have been used to study

agreement between child protection professionals (Ronnau &
Poertner, 1989); to ass�ss responsibility in the sexual abuse
of girls by men (Ringwalt & Earp, 1988); to investigate child
abuse reporting patterns (Zellman, 1990); to compare
potentially abusive and abusive parents' perceptions of
discipline (Kelley, Grace & Elliott, 1990); to study younger
adolescents' ratings of abusive parental behavior (Roscoe,
1987); to study the factors that influence mental health

professionals to report child abuse (Kalichman, Craig, &

Follingstad, 1988); to examine whether professionals adher�

to laws that mandate child abuse reporting (Kalichman, Craig,

& Follingstad, 1990); to evaluate decision making in

protective services (Rosen, 1980); to determine attitudes

about intervention in child sexual abuse (Wilk & McCarthy,
1986); to compare and contrast social worker and attorney

recommendations on the removal of children from their parents
:, .
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(Craf� & Clarkson, 1985); to compare recognition and response

to possible abuse by doctors in the Cnited States and

�orthern Ireland (Benson, Swann, O'Toole, & Turbett, 1991);
and to study the degree of institutional abuse and neglect
(R11.bb & ltindfleisch, 1985) •
Kalichman's (et al., 1988) study used experimentally
controlled vignettes as the measurement instrument to analyze
mental health professionals' decision to report suspected
cases of chi Id abuse,

'
' A multivariate analysis of variance

wa4 performed with victim age, type of abuse, and the child's
reactions during the interview entered as independent
variables; and responsibil�ty attributed to the father,
mother, daughter and society were entered as dependent
factors,

Clinicians' number of years of experience in mental

health was entered as a covaridte in the analysis"
(Kalichman, et al,, 1988, p. 47),
The conclusion of Kalichman's study was a call for
further research to empirically investigate the situational
factors which contribute to the decision of professionals to
report child abuse.
John Ronnau and John Poertner's (1989, p, 431) study on
agreement between child protection professionals employed
vignettes,

Their conclusions discussed how certain decisions

within the child protection field are often very subjective:
"As with most human decisions in the absence of established
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objective criteria, subjective factors rush in to fill the
void,

Such is the case in the controversial issues

surrounding emotional abuse,"

The aim of this study was to

research decision making by lawyers, judges, and social
workers regarding the need tor intervention within families
who are emotionally maltreating their children,

Results of

the study suggest that there is much disagreement concerning
responses to emotional maltre�tment within the child
protection system (Ronnau & Poertner, 1989),
Th� extreme variability in judgements by decision makers
has been due to the broadness and va�ueness of stahdards
pertaining to the removal of children from their parents.

In

fact, one study showed that three highly experienced
caseworkers did not agree on the d�cision of whether a
particular. child should be placed (Pelton, 1989).
Specific decision making factcrs for removing
children have varied greatly between decision makers,
According to Pelton (1989, p, 50):
It was also found that among the factors these
practitioners listed as having affected their
decisions were the mother's degree of hostility toward
the agency and worker, the mother's 'cooperation' with
the worker, whether or not the mother 'appears'
emotionally disturbed, the mother's 'ability to
verbalize,' whether or not the mother is 'withdrawn or
depressed,' and the 'suspiciousness' of the mother.
When factors so remotely and debatably related to the
reasonable goal of protecting children from harm are
allowed to influence child placement decisions, there
is no wonder that there is little consensus on such
decisions.
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Due to the importance of understanding the nature of
these decisions, several studies have been conducted.

For

example, Helen Rosen (1980) analyzed decision making in
protective services by studying the influence of social
worker's perceptions and responses to child abuse situations
using case vignettes.

Rosen's study analyzed the influence

of caseworker's responses and perceptions of child abuse,
The variables she studied were a) evidence of abuse, b)
demographic charac�eristics of the social worker, and
attitudes toward spanking, and c) geographic setting.

The

study is helpful in analyzinr and describing child-abuse
decision making,
In conclusion, this chapter of the dissertation has
presented a critical understanding of decision making within
child welfare organizations.

The context in which decisions

are made within child welfare organizations was highlighted,
An emphasis was placed on survey research m-ethods used by
managers to help determine decision making factors.
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V. METHODOLOGY: NATUllE Oi PRESENT STUDY

A. ASSUMPTIONS

1.

Understanding factors which lead managers to

recommend removal or children from their parents is crucial
to the field or child welfare.
2,

Managers in the system are committed to the best

interest or children and are continually striving to balance
the child's need to be with their parent and the need to be
safe.
3.

There has recently been a greater emphasis on

em�rging problems of drug abuse and domestic violence and
their impact on children.
4.

Surveying of child welfare managers, through case

vignettes that describe factors related to removal decisions,
is a valid and reliable methodology for gathering data for
the study,
5,

Systematic analysis of th;s data may provide child

welfare managers with information that can improve their
decision making,
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8, HYPOTHESIS
The three hypotheses of this study are concerned with
the question of the comparative weight of various factors in
the decision making of child welfare managers,

Decision

theory states that when a situation is processed, managers
analyze information by assigning weight to each item of
information.

Not all items receive identical weight in the

final decision,

The literature on the child welfare system

states that many factors are important and have scale values,
when managers are deciding whether or not to remove a child
from his/her parents,

However, there exists an overall lack

of agreement regarding the weight that each factor of
information should hold and the extent of its diagnostic
value (Rosen, 1980, p. 60).
This study will analyze data as it relates to the
following three hypotheses,
Hypotheses 1: Certainty of managers removing � child
from his/her parents increases when there is evidence of
severe physical injury to the child, along with presence of
general domestic violence and drug abuse by parents.
Hypotheses 2: Likelihood of managers removing a child
from his/her parents is greater with evidence of severe
physical injury to the child than with the presence of only
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general domestic violence and drug abuse by the parer.ts,
Hypotheses 3: Certainty of managers remov �g a child

from his/her parents increases proportionately to the lack of
services, such as: daycare, in-home intensive counseling, and
availability of the agency social worker.

C. PROCEDURE
This study focuses specifically on the decision making
process of child welfare mana,rers who supervise uni'ts of
social workers,

This study's scope was limited to three

decision making factors.

These factors were the severity of

current abuse, presence of domestic violence and drug abuse,
and availability of services.
There are at least forty other factors that could be
involved when a manager is analyting whether or not to remove
a child from a family.

According to the Massachusetts

Department of Social Services "Risk Factor Matrix", other
fa�lors include: age and community visibility;
physical/ruental/social development; self care; self
protection; fear of caretaker or home environment; dangerous
acts; e�tent of emotional harm; adequacy of medical care;
provisions for basic needs; adequacy of supervision; hazards
in the home; frequency and chronlcity of abuse and neglect;
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careriver de■orraphics; history of prior abuse and nerlect;
mental, physical, or emotional impairment or caretaker;

history or criqinal behavior or mental illness; caretakers'
own history of victimization an d discord in family or oririn ;
process ot selecting caretakers; presen ce or unrelated adult
in the home; parents ability to maintain a home envir o nment
free of peopl� who may presen t risk to children; parentinr
skills and knowledge; nurturance; caretakers' reoornition

of

problem; caretakers' willin rness to protect child;
cooperation ; caretakers' response to child's misbehavior;
attachment/bonding; child's role in family; stress. on
caregiver; employment status; social support network; and
perpetrator's access/responsible caretaker available.
Factors chosen for this study were considered t o be
among the most important reasons for removal of children from
their parents.

They were selected after a literature review,

from feedback from those in the field, and after an analysis
of results of a pre-test using these three factors,

These

decision making factors are used constantly by managers
within the system.

It is believed th&t an analysis of these

three factors will greatly add to the un derstanding or
management of the child welfare system.
The analysis of these factors involved constructing
eight vignettes as hypothetical versions or decision makinr
situations that might be faced by a child welfare manarer.
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Each virnette was composed of a ■ix of the three factors:

A= severe physical injury; B= presence of do■estic violencd
and drur abuse; c= scarcity of services; a= ■ild physical
injury; b= no domestic violence and no drur abuse;
c= services available,

A ■ixed factorial design was

constructed that consisted ot eicht possible virnette
v0rsions (see Table V,1 on pare 65).

In order to increase

the response rate an effort was made to keep �ach individual
survey short.

Therefore, each respondent was given only

one set ot vignettes (a set contained two case summaries as
outlined in Table V,l).
This dissertation involved analysis of data that bore
upon the hypotheses.

Therefore, thia procedure section will

clearly state the sources o� that evidence.
1, Description ot Virnettes
One argument against surveys is that they are not well
suited for the study of behavior and attitudes because they
elicit biased and unreliable self-reports.

This springs from

the rationale that responses are too abstract.

It can be

argued that each respondent will respond according to their
own mental picture.

An excellent solution is to p,�sent the

stimulus in as detailed and concrete manner as possible
(Alexander & Becker, 1978).
According to Alexander and Becker (1978, pp, 93-94):
Such s stimulus would more closely approximate a r�al
life decision making or judgement making situation.
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Furthermore, by holding the stimulus constant over a
heterogeneous respondent population, the survey
r�searcher gains a degree of uniformity and control
over the stimulus situation approximating that
achieved by researchers uring experimental designs.
The 'vignette' is proposed as. a means of doing this,
Vign�ttes are short descriptions of a person or a
social situation which contain precise references to
what are thought to be the most important factors in
the decision making or judgement making processes cf
rnspondents. Thus, rather than allowing or requiring
rl�pondents to impute such information themselves in
reacting to simple, direct, abstract questions about
tha persnn or situation, the additional detail is
provided by the researcher and is thereby standardized
ac•oss respondents.
This researcher conducted a literature search to
determine if a scale suitahle for the research had already
been developed.

�o acceptable scale was found,

it was necessary to construct one.

Therefore,

"Thurston and Likert

scales are probably the most common types Qf attitude scales
that are constructed" (Borg & Gall, p. 201).

This study

used a Likert scale to rate the degree that respondents felt
a child should or should not be removed from his/her parents.
A quasl-�xperimental mixed factorial design was
employed.

The three factors were manipulated by changes

within the eight vignettes and were rated by respondents
using a 4-point Likert scale (see appendix for samples of the

eight vign:ttes),

Responses ranged from 1 (Definitely would

not remove) to 4 (Definitely would remove).

A similar design

(however not a similar methodology) was employed by Craft and

Clarkson (1985).
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This study utilized a 2

3

factorial design,

The total

number of possible versions was eight, and a subset was

developed that was given to each manager that was surveyed
(Alexander & Becker, 1978, P• 96),

Each manager received a

ri�dom set of two of the possible eight vignette versions.

The vignettes were grouped in four sets (W, X, Y, or Z) of

two vignettes each.

(See the appendix for vignette

examples).
Each of the eight vignette versions differed in their
mix of the three factors that were studied (see T�ble V.1),
The first factor (or cue) was the severity of current abuse.
It was presented in the vignette as: "Jim has suspicious
Qruise marks and welts visible on his body and a broken arm.
Mother explained this as a fall while he was riding his
tricycle."
The seccnd cue is the presence of domestic violence and
drug abuse.

It is presented ir. the vignette as: "You are

told that Jimmy's mother is currently involved in a violent
relationship with her boy friend, and she has been unable to
set limits regacding future violence."

The third cue is the nvailability of services,

It is

presented in the vignette as: "There is a significant waiting

list for daycare,

The family would only agree to in home

intensive counseling, and this contract was just eliminated.
The social worker has a weighted caseload of 24, and is
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unable to personally provide intensive aervices,"

Since there are three factors with two possible vignette

versions for each factor, there are B possible combinations
ot case summaries.
The following table describes the factorial design ot
this experiment:
Table v.1

The Design of a 2 Factorial
Design Cont.rasting ABC

2-A B c

Set W

1-A BC

Set X

3-A b c

4-a BC

Set Y

5-a B c

6-A b C

Set Z

7-a b C

8-a b c

A= severe physical injury
B= presence ot domestic violence and drug abuse
C= scarcity of services
a= mild physical injury
b= no domestic violence and no drug abuse
c = services available
Respondents rated the factors according to the degree
that they felt the child should be removed from a
hypothetical situation described in a case vignette,

(See

appendix for sample of the survey,)
For each of the vignette versions, the respondents were
tested in their decision making by answering the following
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question:

1) I would definitely not recommend the removal of the child,
2)

would probably not recommend the re�oval of the child,

4)

would definitely recommend the removal of the child,

3) I would probably recommend the removal Qf the child,

Respondents rated the factors according to the degree

that they felt the ch�ld should be removed from a

hypothetical situation described in one of eight vignette

versions (see appendix for the eight vignette versions),
2, PRE-TEST

The pre-test conducted as part of this study c�nsisted
of a survey of managers in the child welfare profession
concerning child removal decision making factors.

Each

participant was given a survey which was three pages long:
a) the first page was a cover letter which detailed the study
as an investigation of factors that influence decision making
by managers; b) one of the four variations (set W, X, Y, or
Z) of the second page containing two of the possible eight

vignette versions; c) and the third page which was a survey
asking for demographic dat3 �nd their opinion on several

questions (see appendix f,,. pre-test survey),

The pre-test consisted of a small sample of individuals

similar to the final population that was tested.

The pre

test form of the survey allowed for the respondents to

comment on the questions, to indicate whether some items are
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vague, whether the instrument can be improved upon within

various sections, and whether alternative responses should be
included within the survey,

The method tor administering the

survey during the pre-test was similar to that of the final
study (Berg & Gall, 1971, P• 203-204),
The analysis of the pre-test results yielded much useful
data.

Items that could not be meaningfully summarized were

targeted and eliminated from the final survey (Berdie &
Anderson, 1974).
Survey items were checked with the following:
(1) Does the question ask tor only one bit of
information?
(2) Does the question presuppose a certain state ot
affairs?
(3) Does the question wording imply a desired answer?
(4) Are any of the question's words emotionally
loaded, vaguely defined or overly general?
(5) Do any of the question's words have a double
meaning that may cause misunderstanding?
(6) Does the question use abbreviations which may be
unfamiliar to respondents?
(7) Are the response options mutually exclusive and
sufficient to cover each conceivable answer?
(Berdie & Anderson, 1974, p, 48)
The pre-test form of the survey provided space for
respondents to comment on �uesttons, to indicate whether some
items were vag:.1e, whetl1er the instrument could be improved
upon within various sections, and whether alternative
responses should ha"e been included within the survey,
Methods fo� administering the survey during the pre-test were
very similar to thnt of the true study (Borg & Gall, 1971,
pp.

203-204).
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Respondents were asked to comment on the followinr

issues (see appendix for sample):
A

Do virnettes represent the type of cases and contain
information that you are asked to make decisions on?

B

Are any of the items too varue?

C

Can the instrW11ent be improved upon within various
sections?

D Should alternative responses be included within the
survey?
Respondents were asked to read the cover letter and
complete a questionnaire.
supervisors.

Ten surveys were riven tp DSS

Six were analyzed as of November 7, 1991.

Therefore, the response rate for the pre-test was 60%.
Results for the descriptive portion of the pre-test
were as follows:
A. Do the case summaries represent the type of cases and
information similar to what you make decisions on?
YES 2

NO 3

No Response 1

COMMENTS:
"The cases are usually more complex and have alot of
additional information."
"#1 states no additional information available, it the
child had broken arm there would be MD's report and
opinion.

Same for #2.

"(Yes) but the case was very bland in comparison to what
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we see."

"The viirnette would lead to more questions beinir asked."

a.

Are any or the items too varue?
NO 1

YES S
COMMENTS:

"Not enou,rh into--no collateral contacts."
open case or a new 51-A?
counselinr?

Why did the parents arree to

What did they want counselinr tor? Were

collaterals made?
first 51-A?

"Was this an

Was he examined by a doctor?

How big was the bruise?

Was this the

What did the child say

happened?"
C. Can the instrument be improved upon within various
sections?
YES 5

NO O

No Response 1

COMMENTS:
":.tore detail."
"For what purpose?"
"Needs to be more specific." "More into--more collateral
info--any visibility in the community, mother's ability

to react--protect--any into about domestic violence--209A-

separations--any history or bruises, any arrests--poliee know
this family?"

D. Should alternative responses be included within the

survey?

YES 2

COMMENTS:

NO 1

No Response 3
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"Not if these e.re the iteas belnir measured."
"(Yes) includinir researcbinir the situation more

thorouirhly before maJcinir a decision."

"Depends on what you are measurinir."

E. Any other co111111ents or surirestions?
"What do you mean by #5?

children?

t of my own biolol"ical

Too vairue."

"More information is needed before any
Jcind of decision
can be made, The child needs to be seen
by a physician and
X-rays need to help determine if inju
ries were inflicted, or
due to an accident, etc."

1.
2.
3,
4.
S.
6.
7.
a.

PRE-TEST RESULTS TO DSS SUPERVISOR
SURVEY:
Are you currently a DSS supervis
or? Yes 6
No 0
How many years have you been
a DSS supervisor?

Average

of 6.3 years each,

What is your gender?

male 4
female 2
What is your ethnicity? Bl ac k
0
White 6
Asian 0
Other 0

Xumber of your children:

Hispanic O

Average of 0.5 children
each.

Is physical discipline/spankin
g ever OK? Yes 6 No 0
Were you ever physically dis
ciplined as a child?
Yes 5
No 1
It so, do you consider the
physical discipline you

received to be ciild abuse?
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Yes 1

No 5

9,

Does the current lack of preventative resources lead to

an increase in the nuaber of children beinr removed from
their parents?

Yes 4

Analysis or the pre-test data revealed that the topic
had much potential for a full research project.

A complete

statistical analysis of tht data was not undertaken due to
the small sample size.
for data analysis,

A larrer sample size would be needed

However, several reneral trends emerred:

Some of the respondents appeared uncomfortable •nswerinr
the questions due to the limited information contained in the
virnettes,

Many stated that they would have prefe�red to

have further information,

Some realized that alternative

responses could not be added since the factors included are
the ones that are being measured.

The managers had a

difficult time making decisions when they felt they needed
more data.

However, the old saytnr "no decision is a

decision" can be aptly applied.

By not deciding to remove

children, they have in fact decided to allow the children to
remain in a situation that might be dangerous,
None of the respondents felt that physical discipline
was always wrong.

The Department's overall philosophy seems

to contradict this finding.
Overall, the feedback was helpful,

Information was

gained during this preliminary study on the decision makinr
process of Department of Social Services supervisors.
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Suggestions were considered and some were incorporated into
the larger study,

3, Population and Sample
The population ot the study were all middle-managers in
the child welfare system,

There are tour regions within the

Massachusetts Department ot Social Services.

The northe4st

region includes Lowell, Cambridge, Waltham, Lynn, Lawrence,
Haverhill, Framingham, Beverly, etc.

Data was taken trom

managers who worked in the geographical area termed the
northeast region within the Massachusetts Department ot
Social Services.

All middle-managers in the northeast region

who supervise regular ongoing units, home finding units,
investigation units, adolescent units, assessment units, and
tamily lite center units were surveyed.

Eighty-seven surveys

were distributed,
4. Data Collection Techniques

Each participant was given: a) a cover letter which
detailed the study as an investigation or factors that
intluence decision making by managers; b) one ot the tour
variations (set W, X, Y, or Z) ot the second page containing
two of the possible eight vignette version�; c) and a survey

page asking tor demographic data and their opinion on several
questions (see Appendix tor example ot questionnaire),

Additionally, a postage-paid return envelope, and a
Kennedy half-dollar were provided,
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Respondents were informed

that the survey of ■anarers focused on why so■e children are

removed fro■ their ho■es and others are allowed to re,aain at
home,

or

the eirhty-seven surveys that were distributed,

seventy-three were returned,

This represented an excellent

response rate of 83,9t,
5. Data Analysis
A multivariate analysis ot variance was performed to
study data.

The three factors or 1) severity of current

ab�se, i) the presence ot domestic violence and drur abuse,
and 3) availability of services, were entered as independent
variables,

The derree to which the respondents felt the

child should or should not be removed was entered as the
dependent variable.

Results were calculated to determine if

a sirnificant multivariate effect was present.

An analysis

ot variance, Fisher PLSD (multiple comparison t-test), were
conducted to study the data, and examine the hypotheses (Box,
Hunter, & Hunter, 1978, pp. 203-2�!).
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D. LIIIITATIONS

There were several conceptual shortco■incs,

The saaple

was drawn specifically fro■ one ceocraphic area of
Massachusetts, and results ■ay not be the saae as those found
else�here,

Additionall3, only three factors were analy1ed.

This left out other important variables, such as: parent's
mental il!ness, par�nt's suicidal ideation, ace of the child,
com■unity visibility of the child, �onceptu4l fraaework of
■anacer, etc.

Also, this study uses c••� vicnettes to

analyze supervisor's decision ■akinc,

Althouch the use of

vicnettes in survey research desicn ■ay approxi■ate the
results that are obtained by researchers usinc an
experimental desicn (Alexander & B�cker, 1978), the results
may not be as accurate.
Another limitation of ihis research dEliicn is that it
ut.iized a survey composed primarily of �l�slA questions,
which were of tLe multiple choice t�ri�ty,

Th�y asked l e

respondent to sel�ct from se¥eral r�3sible answers.

The

disadvantace is that "they succest �ns��rs that respondents
may not have thought of before; the� force respondents into
what may be an unnatural fra■e of reference; and they do not
permit them to express the exact shade of their ■eaninc"
(Rossi, et al., 1983, p. 207).

One inherent limitation was the feeling that respondents
may not have given consistent answers as each views a
situation differently, This agrees with Wayne Lee (1971, p.
8), who ;;tates:

The rational decision for a decision situation may
differ among p2rs�ns, One reason for this is, as
noted, that s�bjective probabilities differ among
people, Another reason is that people evaluate the
possible consequences of a decision differently, and
the rational decision is dependent on such
evaluations.

Another impcrtant concept pertains to the scale type

and measurement of the vignette measurement technique,
According to Lee (1971, p,

11):

Measurement usually refers to the assignment of a
quantity t� represent the degree to which some object
or event is characterized by some attribute. The
development of accurate and reliable measurement
methods has been important in all fields of science,
and decision theory is no exception, Of particular
importance for measurement in decision theory is the
concept of scale tyFe, Scale type concerns the degree
of arbitrariness in the numbers a measurement method
produces •••• Measurement methods are classified
according to the degree of arbitrariness in the
measures. The degree of arbitrariness is expressed in
terms of the mathematical transformations allowed un a
set of measures, If there is no arbitrariness, we
speak of an absolute scale.
The vignette survey technique for data gathering has a

moderate degree of arbitrariness.

This is considered an

inherent limitation of the research design.
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F, DEFINITION OF TERMS

Abuse

Non-accidental commission of any act by the child's caretaker
which creates a substantial risk of, or causes serious
emotional or physical injury, or a sexual offense under the
laws of that state,
Caretaker
An individual personally responsible for the well-being of a
child,

This could include a parent, guardian, stepparent,

teacher, bus driver, etc.
Child
An individual who has not reached their eighteenth birthday.
For the purpose of this study, does not include unborn
children.
Chi Id !\'._el fare Manager
An individual who directly supervises the front-line child
weifare social worker.
Domestic Violence
A violent incident ln a home between a child's caretaker.
Drug Abuse
The ingestion of mind/mood altering drugs that cause a person
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to be "high",
Emergency

A situation where the failure of professionals to respond
imm0diately would place a child and/or family at great risk
of family disruption, serious physical or emotional injury,
or death,
Foster parent

An individual who has been studied and approved by the state
to take in and care for children who are in the custody of
that state,
Neglect
The failure by a caretaker either through inability or
deliberately, to respond to a child's need for minimally
adequate clothing, shelter, food, supervision, medical care,
emotional stability, and growth,

This would not include

situations that are due solely to lack of economic resources
(Massachusetts Regulations, 1986).
Removal
The initial point that a child is taken from a parent against
the parent's will by the child welfare system,
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VI, RESULTS

Results ot the study are presented in this section,
study surveyed an entire populatiod,

The

This section is organized

into two parts:
A) Results for the population are first presented using
graphs or a cube and table� that describe ditterences in means
and percent change this represents tor the individual component
of each hypothesis,

Tests tor statistical significance were

also conducted so that generalizations could be made to other
samples beyond the population that was measured,

The Fisher

PLSD (protected least standard deviation) test tor multiple
comparisons was calculated to determine the confidence interval
of the true ditterence between the means (Box, Hunter, & Hunter,
1978).

Tests for statistical significance were conducted at

both the 95% and 83% degree of confidence.
This is important when considering that supervisors
averaged only 6.54 years of experience (Table VI.2). This
implies a large turnover rate ot supervisors within the child
welfare system.

Tests for statistical significance are

important when considering whether the results of this research
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can be applied to the same rerion five to ten years in the
future, and other similar populations across the United States.

Assuminr that rerional differences within Massachusetts are not
sirnificant, due to the fact that all manarers operate usinr the
same policies and procedures, data collected throurh this

research can be applied st�tewide. Table VI.1 presents the

overall analysis of variance table for the multiple comparisons.
or significance is the calculation that p:.0001.
TABLE VI.1
Source:
Between Groue§
Within Groups

Total

overall

AnalYsis or variance

:tllllA

Sum of

Mean

FTest

7

6&,IUH2

136

53,2I65I4

i,i�9UI
.39174

U,U3TI5

143

122.9g3056

Deirrees
Freedo,9

of

Squares

sauare

p= .0001

B) The results are then presented by analyzinr the

influence of respondent's: a) render -Tables VI.a and 9 1

b) number of children - Tables VI.10 and 11, c) attitude toward

spanking - Tables VI.12 and 13, d) history of spankinr - Tables
VI.14 and 15, and e) rankinr of problems - Tables VI.18 and 19,
--on their responses to ·the virnettes.

The results of a

question dealing with change within the system is presented

(Table VI.20) and the responses allowed the managers to make a
proactive statement in rerards to social change within the child
welfare system.
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TABLE VI,2

Background

Characteristics
TOTALS

CHARACTERISTICS

o[

Respondents
AVERAGE/PERCENT
6,54 years

SUPERVISORY

477,1 years

Average:

ETHNICITY:

Black
2
68
White
Hispanic 2
1
Asian

Percent:

NUMBER OF
CHILDREN:

Zero
One
Two
Three +

2'?
15
!4
17

Percent: 37,0%
20.5%
19,2%
23,3%

SPANKING
EVER OK?

Yes
No

35
36

50.7%

WERE YOU
SPANKED?

Yes
No

51
22

69.9%
30.1%

WAS THIS
SPANKING
u ?

Yes
No

10
41

19.6%
80.4%

LACK OF
RESOURCES
INCREASE
REMOVALS?

Yes
No

59
11

15.7%

WHAT SHOULD
BE DONE ABOUT
AN ABUSED
CHILD? *

a
b
C
d

0
49
6
9

EXPERIENCE;

2.7%
93.2%
2.7%
1.4%

49,3%

84.3%

0.0%
76.6%
9.4%

14.1%

* Possible responses tor this item:
a. Child should be removed from care of person who caused the
injury the first time incident occurs.
b, Child should be removed from home only as a last resort,
c, If it seems unlikely that person who injured child would do
it again, its okay to leave child in his/her care,
d, None of these,
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Table VI.2 breaks the data down into groups. Statistical
analysis ot the ethnicity question was not conducted due to the
Similarly,

large number ot Caucasians in the population,

statistical �nalysis ot the history ot abuse question was not

conducted due to the large number ot respondents who stated that
the spankings they received was not abuse.

Ta�le Vl,3 gives the count ot each vignette received from

respondents (see Table V,1 for a description ot tbe groups).

This tab!e d�splays the mean, standard deviation, and standard
error tor each ot the eight vignette types,

The mean numbers

are graphed at the corners ot the cube in Graph VI.l.

vr.3 Group Analysis of Variance Table
Group:
Count:
Std. Dev.
Mean:

TABLE

Std. Ecror:

ABC

17

3.117647

.781213

ABc

17

2. 294118

.848875

,205882

Abe

18

1.944444

.639137

,150646

aBC

18

2.777778

• 732084

.172554

aBc

18

AbC

18

2

• 485071

• 114332

2.722222

abC

19

.669113

,157711

abc

1.157895

.374634

19

.085947

1.105263

,315302

.072335

,189472

Table VI,4 presents the mean difference, percent change,

and Fisher tests at the 95% and 83% confidence levels.

The mean

difference is placed on the cube to show the distance between
the corners.
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TABLE VI,4

Kain covarison Table

Comparison:
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABC
ABc
ABc
ABc
ABc
ABc
ABc
Abe
Abe
Abe
Abe
Abe
aBC
aBC
aBC
aBC
aBc
aBc
aBc
AbC
AbC
abC

•

VS,
VS,
VD,
VS,

ABc

VS,
VS,

aBC

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

Abe
aBC
aBc

AbC
.. be
abc
Abe

aBc
vs. AbC

VS,

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs,
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

abC

abc

aBC
aBc

AbC

abC

abc
aBc
AbC
abC
abc
AbC
abC
abc
abC
abc
abc

significant

Mean

Qif'.terence
,823529
L 173203
,339869
1. 117647
,395425
1.959752
2,012384
,349673
,48366
,294118
,042811
1,136223
1.188&54
,833333
,055556
,777778
,78655
,839181
,777778
,055556
1.619883
1.672515
,722222
,842105
,894737
1.564327
1,616959
,052632

at 95% level

Percent

Fisher

Fisher

Chance

PLSQ 95%

PLSD 83%

26.4%
37.7%
10.9%
35.9%
12.7%
62.9%
64,6%
15.3%
17,4%
12.8%
15.7%
49.5%
51.8%
30.0%
2.8%
28.6%
40.4%
43.2%
28.0%
2.0%
58.3%
60.2%
26.5%
42.1%
44.8%
57.5%
59.4%
4,6%

.424582•
,418644•
,,418644
,418644•
,418644
,413258•
.41325,•J
,418644
,·'18644•
,418644
,418644•
,413258•
.413258•
.41262
,41262
,412&2
,407155•
.407155•
.41!6%
,41262
,407155•
,407155•
,41262
.407155•
,407155•
.407155•
.407155•
,401615

,296164"
,2920%2"
• 292022"
,292022"
,292022"
,288265"
,288265"
,292022"
,292022"
,2920%2"
,292022"
,288265••
,288%65"
• 28182
,28782
,28782
,284007"
,284007"
,28782
,28782
,28'007"
,284007"
,28782
• 284007"
, 284007"
,284007"
,284007**
,280143

•
•
•

•

•• siniticant at 83* level

Note: The ■ean dit'terence and the percent chana-e numbers
are given in terms ot their absolute value,
therefore no

negative numbers appear within this table,
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GRAPH VI.1

3

Graphical Yte• of the Full Z Factorial Egpert•ent
aBC

ABC

2.na
3.111
' ; . ! - ~ - - - . : :o.uo
;.;:.::..=--------A
0.TT8

+

0.824

· •. !.

...i.

....,

;.;:,;::.;;..._-4-_ _ __.;;.~_;...------,

0.395

1.620

0.350

0 895

Violence/

abC
AbC
1.158
1,564
.TU
µ,_:!.::.._ _ _ _.:.:.;~'----+------=,
+ (no)

Drues

I

Services

0.053
(with)
1.10s

0.839

1.944

Abe

abc
Abuse

+

This graph shows the average ratings
different vignettes.
Table VI.4.

The data were taken

fro■
fro■

the eight

Table Vl,3 and

The bold fa~ed numbers at the corners of tbe cube

are the average ratin~s and the plain text is the difference
between the connected ratings.

(See Table V.1 for an
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explanation or larre and s■all case letter• at the corners or
the cube).

A) A:lLYSIS OF TRI HYPOTHESES:

Each hypotheses will be analyzed by viewlnc a cube with its

data present.

Hypotheses 1 states that: "The certainty ot ■anacers

re■ovinc a child fro■ bis/her par•nta increases when there is

evidence or severe physical injury to the child, alone with the
presence or reneral do■estic violence and drur abuse by the

parents."
This hypotheses is confir■ed.
Graph VI.2.

This can be seen by viewinc

The dashed lines on the cube show the data t�at

bears upon hypothesis 1.

In each case the nu■bers are larrer

when ■ovinr tro■ the point on the cube where only abuse or drur
abuse/domestic violencfl!, is present, to the point where both are
present.

This same re11ults hold whether or not services are

present.

In all ca1es there is at least a ten percent chanre

(increase) when coaparinr each sepent ot the hypothesis.

The

s;,ecific data co11pau1d for this hypothesis is presented in Table
VI.3,
Tests tor statistical sirnificance at the 95% and 83,
level are presented in Table VI.4.

The Fisher tests showed

sirnificance tor two out of the six comparisons at the es,
confidence level.

Those with sirniricance at th, 95% level were

the comparisons of: ABC versus abC, and ABc versus abc.

The

Fisher teat at the 83% confidence level sh�wed sirnificance for
all six comparisons.
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·
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✓
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+

TABLE vr.s Coaparison or Mean Difference for HYpotb11t1 1
Comparison;

Mean Di Uerence

Percent

ABC vs. aBC

.339869

10.11,

ABC vs. AbC

.3115'25

12.1,

ABC vs, abC

1.9511T5Z

ez.11,

.30873

15.3,

ABc va. aBc

.29Ul8

ABc vs. abe

12.8'

1.188854

51.8'

ABc vs. Abe
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change

B:,potheaea Z atatea that: "The likelihood of ■anqera
relll'IOYlDC a child fro■ hla/her parent• ii rreater with the
evidence of aevere pb7aical inJur7 to the child than with the
presence of onl7 reneral do■eatlc violence and druc abuse by the
parents."
This hypotheaea la not confir■ed.
viewinc Graph VI.3,

This can be aeen b7

The two dashed lines on the cube show the

data that bear• upon hypotheaia Z,

In each case the ■ean

difference was 0,056 larrer when ■ovinr frOIII the point on 1he
cube where only drur abuse/do■e1tic violence wia present, a•
co■pared to the point where only abuse wa1 present,

Thi•

represent• a Z,8% chanre in the direction opposite to what was
predicted by hypothesis Z,

Thia aa■e reau!t hold• whether or

not services are present.

The 1pecific data co■pared for thi1

hypothesis is presented in Table VI,6,
Tests tor stetistical sirnificance at the 95% and,��
level are presented in T•ble Vl.4,

The Fisher test

at the

95% level does not show sirniticance tor either of the two
comparisons (Abe versus aBc or aBC versus AbC),
Signiticance was found at the 83% level on the Abe versus
aBc comparison.

However, no statistical sirniti�ance was found

on the aBC versus AbC comparison at the 63% confidence level on
Hypothesis 2,

Therefore, no reneralizations will be ■ada to

populations beyond that surveyed for this research,
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A Graphical View ot HYpothesi• 2.

GRAPH Vl.3
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TABLE vr.a

Abe

C9apariso1Lot Hean Qifterence tor Hypothesis L..

Comparison; _ _ _ _....u...,e..,a_n_,D..,i.,.(...t....eaa.r..,.en...c,..e....._ _..,.P..,e....
r,._ce.,.n...,t...
· ..,c...
h..,an...g...e__
Abe vs. aBc

.055556

2.8%

aBC vs. Abe

.055556

2.8%
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Hypothe•es 3 states that: "The certainty of manasera
removins a child from his/her parents increases proportionately
to the lack of services, such as: daycare, in-home intensive

counselinc, and the availability of the asency social worker."

This hypotheses is confirmed tor the population that was

surveyed.

This can be seen by viewins Graph VI.4. ·The tour

dashed lines on the cube show the data that bears upon

hypothesis 3.

In each case, the mean difference was larcer when

movins from the point on the cube where services were available
to the point where they were not available.

This saae result

holds wh�ther or not services are present.

The specific data

compared for this hypothesis is presented in Table VI.4.
Tests tor statistical sisniticance at the 95% uad 83%
level are presented in Table VI.4.

The Fisher tests shows

sisnificanc� for three out of the four comparisons.

No

sisnificance was found when going, from no abuse-no violence/ no
drugs-services to no abuse-no violence/no drugs - no services
(abc versus abC).

This is not surprizins, as the percent chance

between these two variables was only 4.6%, and it would be

unlikely for managers to reco-end the removal of a child when
there are no problems present.

Otherwise, the results of this

hypothesis can be applied to other samples taken from similar
populations.
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GRAPH VI,4 A Graphical View or Hypothesis 3,
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TABLE VI,7
Co,nparison;

COMP&rison ot

Mean Oi,L(erence ror Hypothesis 3,
Mean DHterence

eercent

abC vs. abc

0.824

26.4%

0,053

4.6%

AbC vs. Abe

0,778

28,6%

aBC

VS,

aBc

ABC

VS,

ABc

(with)

o.11e

89

28.0%

change

�·
··,

B) RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHIC AND OPINION ANALYSIS
The effect of respondent demoiraphical data and their
opinions on key issues will now be presented.

Table VI.8 presents the ANOVA table tor gender. The P
value of .0001 shows that the different Viinettes the
respondents read did affect their ratiniS,

Additionally, this

table shows, from the P value of .0503, that there is a 5.03%
chance that the gender of the re�pondents is insignificant and
does not affect the results.

The P value of .0589 shows that

there is a 5.89% chance thmt there is no interaction effect
between the gender and the viinette that they read.
TABLE VI.8

AHOVA I!!bl!l f2t a 2-hct2r &n1lnh
Q1md1u
Degrees of
Etu!!om

lliCC!l:

Sum of
Sgl!ati:�

'

G!l!ld!lr

nu

AB

1

1,429U7

7

s.u�;pz

u�

Error

�9ll!U�

Int

F-

P-

a.�013t

g3 ,g�H36

,OQ01

Mean

7
59.5l!l381
-G[QUI!
- -(Al
- -------------

11U�U7

o. 1�sas

�6. Bl!!Hill�
.'

-

2t Vuhng!l QD

�-i2i28�

g,0Q6�U

VBlY�

,Ql!2�
,Ol!U

- --------------

Q,�§§0§7
....

Table VI,9 describes the breakdown of gender across
each vi�nette,

The ABc rating by the males was a full point

hi�her then the females,

The male respondents were 33.3%

more likely to ask for the removal of a child when severe abuse,
domestic violence/drugs, and services were present then the
female respondents.

This was the highest percent difference
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l

I

between the two groups.

Overall, males were 11.9% more likely

to reco-end reaoval then females.
TABLE

vJ.9 Incidence Table on Gender

9coup

Male

Female

Totals:

#:

s

12

17

Ave. Ratin1t:

3.4

3

5

12

3

z

5

13

ABC

ABc

Abe

1.6

s

aBC

3
8

aBc

1.875
8

AbC

2,875
5

abC

1.2
abc

5

1.4
Totl'ls:

46

2.304348

3,117647
17

2.294118
18
1,94UU

2,076923

18

13
2,692.308

2,777778
18

10
2.1

2

18

10
2,6

2, 722222
19

14
1. 142857

1. 157895
19

14

1,105263

1

98

144

Z,030612

2.118056

Table V[,10 presents the factor analysis of variance on
the nlll!lber of respondents' children,

The P-value ot ,0001

shows that the different vignettes the respondents read did
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affect their ratlqa.

However. tbia table alao ahowa fro■

eza■iniq the P-value of .6S34 that there ia a 65.341 chance
that the nwaber of children of the reapon�enta ia lnaicnlficant
and does not affect the results.

The P value of .8599 shows

that there is a ss.9n chance that there is no interaction
effect between the nu■ber of children and the visnette that they
read.
TABLE VI.10

Cbllduo

Ai

uu

he

I

J-tHlSU: AD1Jnil
Children

,_

Sua of

llean

I

ili1HIIH

ii

ll.HUU

l,HHU 1l1HlH
D1ZZHDA DaAHIU
!l1HHH D1IHIH
D1HUQ1

Desrees or

u

uz

liiu1u:

111111

or Jartance on Nuaber or

Et111d2111

l1nm:u

ac!UIR (6}

AH2!A

191111:1

111111:11

l,IHIU

U1HU33

%111.

PJ1h11

1HD1

1HH
1HH

Table VI.11 shows that respondents with 1 child of their
own were the least likely to ask for the re■oval or children.
They were 11.1, below the averace uf all respondents.
Those with 2 children were the ■oat likely to ask tor the
removal of children. However, they were only 8.67, above the
averase.

The respondents with O children differed tro■ those

with 3 or more children by only 1.3,.
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TABLE VI.11

1ncid1nc1 Table on Kyb•r Pt Cblldr·.m

Group Children: 0

1

2

3+

totals:

'l

2

3

5

17

3.UT

3

2.333

3.Z

1

2

3

5

2.571

z.s

z

2

8

3

5

4

Z.333

1.867

z

1.s

6

3

5

4

2.667

3

z.a

2.75

6

3

3

5

18

2

1.667

1.667

z

2

6

3

3

5

18

2.667

Z.667

2.667

2.8

8

7

7

3

1

1.429

1.429

1

8

7

7

3

1

1.143

1.143

1.333

30

34

ABC

ABc

Abe

aBC

aDc

AbC

abC

abc

Totals:

54

2,ua

30

1.867

1,867

3.118
17

Z.29'
18
1.9.U
18

Z.778

2.722
19

1.158
19

2,176

1.105
144

2.118

Table VI.12 presents the ANOVA table for the attitude
toward spankinr.

The P value ot .0001 shows that the different

virnettea the respondents read did affect their ratinr••
However, this table also shows
93

fro■

the P value of .0961

that there is onl7 a 9.61• chance that the attitude towards
spankinr ia insirnitlcant and does not affect the results.

The

P value of .0314 shows that there is only a 3.?4� chan"e that
there is no interaction ettect between their attitude toward
apankinr and their response to the virnette.
A further review of the data troa Table VI, 13 shows that,
those who feel that spankinr ■irht be all richt in certain
situations, are ■ore likely to reco-e�d the re■oval of children
fro■ their parents when both severe abuse and do■estic violence/
substance abuse are present (ABc and ABC); then those who feel
spankinr is never all rirht.

The breakdown for the availability

of servic�a in this situation i• aa follows: when no aervices
are present they are 16% more likely to ask tor the re■oval
ot the child, and when services are present they are 29,4$
■ore likely to ask for removal than the rroup opposed to
spanlcinr,

TABLE Vl,12 ANOYA table for a 2 factor Analysis of
Variance on Attitude Toward Spanking
S21.1cci::

'A)
AU i!iu;\e un
AD

Q[Q:112

Error

Stl.111 of
Sg1,11rH

Mean

7

U,9Qi:iU

2,Z7ZQU U,HHZ

1

1, Q!;!U�

7

12,UUH

Derrees ot
Etu!io■

124

S9YIC!!

46.02482

94

1,UH��

o,nuu

0,371168

F-

Iut

P-

hllu•i
I

f1!2!2l

ZdiUZH

,28!!1

Z,ZlHU

,QUt

TABLE VI.13

Inctdcns;c Table on Attitude Toward Span1tin1

Group

Yea

No

Totals;

ABC

7

9

16

3.429

2.889

6

10

2.833

2

ABc

Abe

10

1.9
10

aBC

3

aBc

AbC

18

8

1,94'

2

18

B

2,5

2,778

17

2

2

2

6

11

17

1

12
1

Totals:

2,313

11

12

~be

16

6

3

abC

3.1%5

69

2,087

2,636

2,765
19

7
1.429

7

1.159
19

1.286
71

Z,141

1.105
140

z. 114

Tables VI.14 and VI,15 present the data rerardinr
whether the respondents' history oC beinr spanked affects
their decision aakinr on the

re ■ oval

parents,

95

ot children

fro■

their

Tbe P-•alue of .0001 rroa Table Vt.II aho•• that the
different vlrnettea the reapondent• read affected their
However, Table VJ.lf also deaonstratea froa the P-

ratinc••

value of .638 that there is a 63.a• chance that whether or not
the respondents were theaaelvea spanked•• lnairnificant and
does not affect the results.
An anal1sis or the P-value or .6896 shows that there la

a 86.86• chance that there is no interaction effect between the

respondents history of beinr spanked and the vlrnette that they
read.

Table VI.14

Freeda

source;

Qroup

ANQY& table for I z-ractor Ao1lz1i1
of Y1rtanc1 on Historr of Spankinr
Perrees ot SUII of
MIID
F-

(A)

.,

P-

square,

square

58.1Z3355

8.303336 20.760594

,0001

Te,t

VallU!

Spanked (B)

1

0.0889'7

0.0889 ♦ 7

0.222391

.638

AB

I

t,9§7645

0.28109!

Q,IOHQI

.6898

128

s1,uuu

0.39995T

Error

An analysis of Table VI.15 shows that the rreatest
difference between those that bad a history or spankinr and
those that did not occurred when they were ratinr the aBc
virnette.

The respondents ratinr the aBc virnette who nad no

history ot beinr spanked were ZS.Tt
re ■oval

of a child

of beinr spanked.
spanked were 4.Zt

fro■

■ore

likely to reco-end the

its parents than those who had a history

Overall, those who bad no history of beinc
■ore

likely to reco•end the

child {hen those who had been spanked.
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re■oval

of a

TABLE YI.15

Tb ■

lncldeps• Tablt PP Rl1tor1 pf Spanklg

Ng

Totah;

Group

XII

ABC

8

•

3.US

3.111

I

I

Z.375

z.zu

Ale

u
z
u
z.1u
u

Abe

aBC

aBc

5

19

1.9'4
18

Z.778
18

z
11

Z.TZZ

1.158

5

1'

1.143

z,op

18

1

1.21'

100

'
'
'
'

Z,5

1'

Totals:

z.zH

2.s

Z.785

abc

17

Z.75

1'

abC

3.111

1.75

1.857
AbC

1T

19

1.105

1

lU

"2,182

2,118

Tables VI.16 and VJ.11 present data on how respondents
opinions on the availability of resources affected their
decision 11akin1r.
The P value of .0001

fro■

Table VI.16

■ bows

that tbe

different viirnettea the respondents read affected their
ratinirs,

However, this table also shows
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fro■

the P value of

.8901 that there ia a at.01• chance that their attitude toward
the a•allabllitr of resources la lnalcnlflcant aad doe• not
affect the results.

The P Yalu• of .414 ahowa that there la

a 41.41 chance that there la no interaction effect between the
nuaber of children and the vicnette that ther read.
Table Vl.lT ahowa that those who feel that a lack of
resources cause ■ ■ore children to be r•o•ed frOII their
parent ■,

■akir.,c

when

decisions on the vicnettea were

actuallr l••• likelr to aee•
waa onlr Z.51.
■akinr

abC.

re■ovala.

However, the dlf1erence

The virnettea that actuallr teated decialon

on the lack of resource iaaue were ABC, AbC, aBC, and
lntereatinrlr, on these tour vicnettea the

who stated that a lack of
decision

■akinr

were 4.6,

resource ■
■ore

respondent ■

does not affect their

likelr then the other rroup to

reco-end tbe removal of children when re~ourcea were lac~inr!
Overall, a larre percentare or respondents stated that
a lack of resource• does affect decision

ANOYA table ror I 2-hc·;or An11Y1i ■
or Variance on Lack or 1e1ource1

TABLE VI. 16

Derrees or
SSUICS:S:i

■akinr.

[EH!l9■

P-

Sua of
S9HUI

Mean

Sguare

lell

Y1l111

F-

~&:9!U! (A)

I

5:11:UHU

i•UHU

U1THZII

.,uuu

BH9l.lUlH (I)

1

91HIIIU

o.gg11u

91HHU

111111

AB
Error

I

2.9315%2

0,O8788

&1HIH

,414

122

0,§19048

Q,H§IU
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Table VI,17

The Incidence Table on Lack of Resources
Yes

Group

15

ABC

3.133

15

ABc

2,4

1G

Abe

1.933

15

aBC

2.733

t4

aBc

1.929

AbC

14
2,714

15

abC

1.2

abc

15

1,133
Totals:

118
2,144

No

Totals;

2

17

3.118

3

17

2
1.5

2,294

17

2

1,941

2

17

2

3.5

2,824

18

4

2.25

2

18

4
2,75

2,722

17

2

1. 176

1

17

2

1,118

1

138

20
2.2

2,152

Question number 11 on the survey asked: Rank order (1, 2,
&

3,

what is the importance of these problems: physical abuse,

domestic violence & drug abuse, and a lack of resources,
VI,18 and VI,19 report the data on this question,
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Tables

Table

9J:oup

v1.1s The

Incidence

Table

on the

Importanne ot Problems
Totals
321
312

123

132

213

231

0

2

5

2

3

5

3

3,2

3.5

3.33

2.8

2

5

2

3

5

2

2,8

2

2.33

2

1

5

l

5

2

2

2

'

1,75

1.6

1

5

1

4

5

3

2.6

2

3,25

2,6

0

8

2

2

5

17

2

2

2

!

2

8

2

2

5

17

2,88

3

2.5

2,8

5

z

5

4

1

1.5

1

1.25

5

2

5

4

1

1

1

1,5

46

14

28

ABC

0

ABc

0

Abe

0

aBC

0

aBc

0

AbC

abC

2

0

0

1

abc

2

0

1

17

3.118
17

2.29'

16
1.823
16

2,75

2,824
18

1.111
18
1.111

Totals:
4

6

1

2.5

2,217

2,143

ZS

2

138

2,105

z.uo

Table VI,18 describes the incidence of the ratinrs of the
importance of 9ach factor.

The orderinc of the problems,

beginning with the order that received the most responses was:
2-1-3, 3-2-1, 3-1-2, 2-3-1, 1-3-2, and 1-2-3. The averare
ratings in their rated order of importance was: 1,55 -dom~atic
violence and drug abuse, 2,0-lack of services, and 1,45-physical

100

This ratinr corresponded to the respondents rejection ot

abuse.

Hypothesis 2, where

do■ estic

children to be removed

■ ore

violence and drur abuse caused
often then physical abuse.

Table VI,19 shows that there does not appear to be any
intera~tion effect between these answers,

Table vr.19

source:

ANQVA table ror a 2-ractor Anal,sis of Variance
on the Importance of Problems
Derrees ot
Freedom

Sum

ot

Mean
Square

Squares

FTest

0

U1Un~~

3

Q,HUI!~

0, 1U19B

Q,UU7~

Aft

25

Q,~109!}1

2.01un

2,oanu

Error

98

42,877497

0,437525

!:i[OllP (A}

Rank

uu

PValue

,11!n

l,Q

Question 12 asked respondents to rank order (1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, A 9) what is the importance ot these changes: court
reform, lower caseloads, increased pay, better trainings, less
paperwork, foster care system overhaul, implementation of new

initiative to prevent the removal ot ~hildren from their parents
(family preservafion), positive media coverage and increase DSS
revenue from outside sources.

Lower caseloads was ranked as the

most important item tor change,

Table VI,20 presents the

respondents ranking at the importance ot these changes to the
child welfare systrm.
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TABLE v1.20 B•okJnc
_L Court Reror ■

of

the IIIDortance

of

S71tewic �

_l_

_§_ IncreaPed Pay

-L Better Traininrs

_L Less Paperwork

-L Foster Care Syste■ Overhaul
-L laple■entation of Family Preservation

-L Positive Media Coverare
...1,_ Increase DSS Revenue fro■ outside
sources,
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VII. CONCLUSION: RELATIONSHIP TO SOCIAL CHANGE

The sipificance of this study ta that it ctves instcht
into three factors that child welfare ■anarers use when they
are decidinc whether to re■ove a child fro■ his/her parents.
The literature review found no studies which focused
specifically on child reaoval decision ■akinc factors by
■anacers.

This is sicniflcant because ■anacers are

constantly evaluatinc the suitability of care children are
riven.

The decision on whether to remove a child fro■ his/h�r

parents and siblinrs has an effect that lasts a lifetime.
This study addresses the f�ar that these decisions are
arbitr�ry, and are based on the avail�bility of resources
(Polansky, Aallons, & Weathersby, 1983).
This study also provides fua•ther tools for those
advocatinr for increased fundinr for children's services.
This is si�nificant because the results showed that children
are more likely to be removed from their parents if
resout•ces (day care, intensive ln-ho■e counselinc, and the
availability of the case worker) are not available.
This researcher is an employee of the arency that was
surveyed.

It is felt that Jointly researchinc and workinr for

an arency is an excellent approach to research.

When the

arency' s own personnel conduct the study, it is ■ore likely
that the research will benefit the arency, as opposed to only
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advaacinr the scholarly discipline of applied behavioral
analysis.

Hopefully, this can help addres• the crowinr

concern that "the ad�ance■ents in technolocies for
therapeutically chancinr ht111an behavior that have been
reflected in the professional research literature are not
beinr so reflected in the day-to-day practices within exiatinr
bW1an service arenciea" (Reid, 1887, P• 7).
Accordins to Reid (1987, P• 5):
University researchers have really been responsible for
the bulk of the development of applied behavior
analysis. Unfortunately, thourh, the advances that
have occurred to date have been ■ore in the develop■ent
of the academic discipline of applied behavior analysis
than in the hwaan service arencias in which the
research has been conducted, Althourh applt'ed behavior
analysis focuses on resolvinr problems of social
sirnificance throurh research, aost behavior analysis
rese•rch projects have not resulted in a thoroqb
resolution of an existinr proble■ in a h1111an service
arency,
The renera! purpose of this research was to study the
context and process of decisions made by child welfare
supervisors to remove children from their parents.

This role

is one of social control and it i� one of the most intrusive
octs that a government can take,

The rovernment has been

respondinr to the explodinr problem� of violence and drur use
by removinr more children from their parents each y�ar.
The research was acco■pl!shed by studyinr th� effect that
three specific factors have on that decision.

The three

factors were 1) physical abuse, 2) do■estic violence and
substance abuse, and 3) the availability of services to help
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the fuily.
The theoretical traaeworlr tor understandinir the

■icrostructure and interpl&7 ot the variables was provided
throuirh a diacusaion of decision theory. Current decision

■akinc within the child welfare a7ste■ •a• viewed throuch the
traaework of decision theory.

The study rationale included

the presentation of an intecrated approach that led to

develop■ent ot the scale that was used to rate the specific
variables that were at.udied.

An e■phasis was placed on survey

reaear�h methods used by ■anacers to help a�ter■ine decision
■nkinl' factors.
Eichty-�even child welfare supervisors were surve7ed tro■
the north east recion of the Maasacbuaetts Depart■ent of
Social Services.

The pre�iction that the co■bination ot the

factors ot physical abuse and domestic violence/ substance
abuse would increase the certaint¥ ot a manal'er re■ovinr a
child from his parents was confirmed by the data.

The

preiicti�n that the likelihood ot managers re■oving a child
from his/her parents is creater with evidence ot severe

physical injury to the child than with the presence ot onl7

ceneral do■estic violence ar.d substance abuse by parents was

not supported by the �ata,

The prediction that the certainty

of manal'ers removinc a child fro■ his/her parents increasea
with lack ot services (such as daycare, in-home intensive

counseling, and the availability ot the agency WQrker) was
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contir■ed b7 data.

Manacera rated the iaportance of the factor• atudied

in the followlq order: l) Dolleatic violence/substance abuse,
Z) Lack or aervlcea, and 3) ph7sical abuse.

When asked

to rank t■portance or change within the syste■, supervisors
placed the issue• in the followinc order:

l) Lower caseloads, Z) Court retor■, 3) Iaple■entation ot a
syate■ to keep taallie• torether ("Faail7 Preservation"),
4) Foster care syate■ oterhaul, 5) Leas paperwork,

I) Increased pay, 7) Increase revenue fro■ outside sources,
8) Better traininra, and 9) Positive ■edia coverare.

Anal7e!s of de■orraphic and attitudinal variables
indickted a relationship to decision ■ak(nr.

Variables that

were analyzed included influence of ■anarer'a render, nu■ber
of children, attitude toward spankinr, history of spanki�r,
and their opinion on importance of problems and solutions to
challenres within the system.
Another findinr was that manarers required a broad ranee
1r specific data in order to mate rood decisions.

Manarera

delayed ■akinr decisions whr-n they felt the7 needed ■ore data.
However, this places children at risk.

Manqers should be

trained to make the best decisions with the data that they

have on hand.

Findings of this study point to continued need for

implementation of specific criteria io ruide supervisory
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decision aakiDC• For■ulatlon of sound decision ■akinr ruidea
will not only increase supervlsor'a coapetence when decidinc
to re■ove children fro■ a parent(a), but will also help to

i■prove the efficacy of deciaiona tor both re■oval and non
re■oval interventions.

Aa a Ponaequence of this study, useful infor■ation is

provided tor those interested in protective service■ tor
children, e.r., social worker�, ■anarera, student■, lawyer�,
child advocates, and society as a whole.
New knowledre learned fro■ this study will be fed back to
the Massachusetts Depart■ent of Social �ervic�••

Hopefully

the Depart■ent's leadership will �se the data as a 'base and
berin to i■pie■ent planned syste■s chance.

Feedback fro■

survey research could have a powerful influence if an acency's
leadership decides to analyze and apply its lessons.
Althouch further research is needed to det�rmine what
other factors motivate child welfare manarers to re■ove or not
to remove children, this study help• to clarify three specific
factors that we�e investirated.

This could enable child

welfare manarers to better provide children and their ta■ilies
with help to which they are entitled (Elkind, et al,, 1977).
In the future, studies will need to wrestle with the
difficult methodolorical issues of definition. and appropriate
measures of outcome and success.

Necessary data vital to

prorra■ planninr will be difficult to produce; yet without
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such atudiea there ia onl7 a li■ited hope in preventinc the
re■oval of children and alowinc the duaqe fro■ its current
acceleration.
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C. QUESTIONNAIRES
1. PRE-TEST COVER LETTER
My name is Chucl Lorbeer, and Jam a supervisor in tbP.
Lowell DSS Area Office.

I aa conductinc a survey of DSS

supervisors as part of a dissertation I ua completinc for a
Ph.D. in Public Administration.

Please find attached a short

survey that is being given to child welfare supervisors in the
Nortbeas·, georraphical area.

Your voluntary participation in

this sur,sy is greatly appreciated,
wrong answers.

There are no right or

All individual responses are anonymous and

strictly contidenti�l.

Only group responses will be, analyzed,

Results 'will be available to anyone who requests a copy.
hoped that the results of the research will give further
insight into the factors that influence supervisor/management
decision making. The survey will take no more than 10 minutes.
The surver consists ot 3 parts,
short case vignettes,
question,

Part A consists of two

Each vignette is followed by one

Each survey has a different mix of vignettes.

Part

Band C consist ot questions concerning your background and a
critique of the survey,
than 10 minutes.

The entire survey should take no more

It is important that you answer all items.

Quest.ions and comments can be noted on the back of the survey.
Once you complete the survey, please return it to me in
the attached envelope as soon as possible,
for your participation!

It is appreciated!

1Z2

Thank yr� very much

2, PRE-TEST DSS SUPERVIS�R SURVEY
(NOTE: PART Ao� Pre-test is identical to part A of the
full study, which is presented below,)

PART B
Yes__ No __

1,

Are you currently a DSS supervisor?

2,

How many years havP. you been a DSS supervisor? __years

3,

What i� your �ender?

4,

What is your dhnie:ity'l

male___ female_

Asian__ Other__

Blar.Jc__ White__ Hispanic_

5.

Number of your children:

6.

Is physical discipline/spanking evar OK?

7,

Were you ever physically disciplined as a child?
Yes__

8,

o__

2__ 3+__
Yes__ No __

No__

If so, do you consider the physic�! discipline you
received to be child abuse?

9.

1 __

Yes__

No__

Does the current lack of preventative resources lead to an

increase in the number of children being removed :rom their

parents?

Yes__ No__

1U

3. PRE-TEST CHILD WELFARE SUR.VEY
PAIT C
A

Do the vignettes represent the type of cases and contain
information that �ou are asked to make decisions on?
YES_ NO_

CO'..D(ENTS,______________________

B

Are any of the items too vague?
YES_

NO_

COMMENTS,______________________

C

Can the instrument be improved upon within various
sections?
YES_

NO_

COMMENTS_______________________

D

Should alternative reRponses be included within the survey?
YES_

NO_

COMMENTS,______________________

E

Any other comments or suggestions?

us

•. covn LETTBll FOR FULL SURVEY
Dear Superviaor,
My naae is Chuck Lorbeer, and I am a supervisor in the
Lowell DSS Area Office. t aa conductinr a �oluntary survey of
DSS supervisors as part of a dissertation I aa completinr for a
Ph.D. in Public Adainistration. Your Area Director supports
this research and has approved of•• distributinr this survey
to you. Please find attached & short survey that is beinr
riven to DSS supervisors in the Northeast reorrapbical rerion.
Your voluntary participation in this survey is rreatly
appreciated. There are no rirht or wronr answers. All
individual responses are anon,mous and strictly confidential.
Only rroup responses will be analyzed. Results will be
available to anyone who requests a copy. It is hop�d that the
results of the research will rive further insirht into the
factors that influence supervisor/manarement declsion makinr.
The survey will take no ■ore than 10 minutes.
The survey consists of 2 parts. Part A co11sist.s of two
short case virnettes. Each virnett� is followed by one
question. Surveys differ in their aix of vlrnettea. Part B
asks for demorraphic data and your opinion on several
questions, The entire survey should take no ■ore than
5 - 10 ainutea. Please answer all items as requested.
Althourh the enclosed case summaries approximate the
types of situations we see, they contain less information then
we usually like to have. Please make �our decision baaed on
the information contained in the case s11111111ary.
It is .!DJ. IIIPOllTAMT to the validity of the research that
a larre percentare of responses are returned. As • token of my
appreciation I've enclosed a 'thank you incentive".
Once you complete the survey, please return it to me in
the attached postage-paid envelope as soon as possible. Thank
you very much for your participation! It is appre�iated?
Sincerely,

Chuck Lorbeer
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5. VIGNETTES FOR PRE-TEST AND STUDY
PART A: VIGNETTES
Set W
1-A BC

Ji111111y is a three year old boy who resides in the lo!:al area.
Today, your office received information from a professional
allerinr that he is at risk at home.

Ji11111Y hB.s auspicious

bruise ■arks and welts visible on his body and a broken arm.
Mother explained this as a fall while he was ridinr his
trJ.cycle.

You are told that JillllllY'S mother is currently

involved in a violent relationship with her boyfriend, and she
has been unable to set limits rerardinr future violence.

Both

parents have a history of substance abuse and mother recently
showed reduced effectiveness due to intoxication.
significant waiting list for daycare.

Tb3re is a

The family would only

agree to in home intensive counselinr, and this contract was
just e•!�inated.

The social worker has a weirhted caseload of

24, anc'J is unable to personally provide intensive services."
There is no other information.

Please circle your an�wer:

1) I would definitely not reco1D111end the removal of the child.
2) I would probably not recommend the removal of the child.

3) I would probably reco111111end the removal of the child.

4) l would �efinitely recommend the removal of the child.

UT

2-A B c

JillllllY is a three year old boy who resides in the local area,

�oday, your office received infor■ation fro■ a professional
alle1in1 that he is at risk at ho■e,

Jiaiy bas suspicious

bruise marks and welts visible on his body and a broken arm,
Mother explained this as a fall while be was ridinr his
tricycle,

You u·.: told that JiaRY's mother is currently

involved in a violent relationship with her boyfriend, and she
has been unable to set limits re1ardin1 future violence,

�oth

parents have a history of substance abuse and mother recently
showed reduced effectiveness due to intoxication,

The family

would only arree to in home intensive counselinr, and a slot
will be available soon.

The social worker has a wei1hted

caseload of 18, and is able to personally provide intensive
services,"

There is no other information,

Please circle your

answer:
1) I would definitely not recolll!Dend the removal of the child,
2)

would probably not recommend the removal of the child,

3)

would probably r�commend the removal of the child.

4)

would definitely recomaend the removal of the child.

1%8

SET X
3-.t. b c

Jimmy is a three year old boy who re�ides in the local area.
Today, your office received informati�n from a professional
allerinr that he is at risk at home.

Jiaay has suspicious

bruise marks and welts visible on his body and a broken arm.
Mother explained this as a tall while he was ridinr his
tricycle.

�ou are told that Ji11111y's mother is currently livinr

with her husband.
abuse.

Neither parent has a history of substance

Ji111111Y has been referred for daycare and an openinr will

occur next week,

The family would only arree to in home

intensive counselinr, and a slot will be available soon,

The

social worker has a weighted caseload of 18, and is able to
personally provide intensive services."
information.

There is no other

Please cirr.le your answer:

1)

would definitely not reco11111end the removal of the child.

2)

would probably not reco-end the removal of the child.

3) I would probably recoasend the removal of the child.
4)

would definitely recommend the removgl of the child.

4-a BC
Jimmy is a three year old boy who resides in the loc,;i) area,
Today, your office received information from a professional

1%9

allecinc that he is at risk at hoae.
bruise ■ark visible on his back.

Ji� has a suspicious

Mother explained this as a

fall while he was ridinc his tricycle.

You are told that

Jimmy's aother is currently involved in a violent relationship
with her boyfriend, and she has been unable to set limits
rerardinr future violence.

Both parents have a history of

substance abuse and mother recently showed reduced
effectiveness due to intoxication.
waitinr list tor daycare.

There is a sicnificant

The faaily would only acree to in

hoae intensive counselinc, and this contract was just
eliminated.

The �ocial worker has a weighted caseload of 24,

and is unable to personally provide intensive services," •
There is no other information.

Please circle your answer:

1)

would definitely not reco-end the removal of the child,

2)

woulJ probably not recommend the removal ot the child,

3)

would probably reco111111end tile removal of the child.

4)

would definitely recommend the removal ot the child.
SET Y

5-a B c
Jimmy is a three year old boy who resides in the local area,
Today, your office received information from a professional
alleging that he is at risk at home.
bruise mark visible on his back.
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Jimmy has a suspicious

Mother explained this as a

fall while \e was ridinc his tricycle.

You are told that

Jiaa,'s ■other ts currentl7 involved ln a violent relationship
with her bo7 friend, and she has been unable to set li■its
recardinc future violence.

Both parents have a history of

substance abuse and ■other recently showed reduced
effectiveness due to intoxication.

Jiaa, bas been referred for

daycare and an openinc will occur next week.

The faail7 would

only acree to in home intensive counselinc, and a slot will be
available sQon.

The social worker has a weichted caseload of

18, and is able to persona!l7 provide intensive 3ervices,"

There is no other information.

Please circle your answer:

1) I would definitely not reco-end the reaoval of the child.
2)

l

would probably not recommend the removal ot the child,

3) t would probably reco111111end the removal of the child,
4) I would definitely recommend the removal of the child,

6-A b C
Jimmy is a three year old boy who resides in the local area,
Today, your office received information from a professional
all�ging that he is at risk at home,

Ji111111y has suspicious

bruise marks and welts visible on his body and a broken ar■•
Mother explained this as a fall while he was riding his
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tricycle.

You are told that Ji.ay's ■other is currently llvinc

with her husband.
abuse.

Neither parent bas a history of substance

There ls a sicniflcant •�ltinc list for daycare.

The

faily would only acree to in ho■e intensive coW1selinr, and
this contract was just eli■inated.

The social worker has a

weichted caseload of 24, and is unable to personally provide
intensive services."

There is no other infor■ation.

Please

circle your answer:
1) I would definitely not reco-end the removal or the child.
2) I would �robably not reco-end the removal or the child.
3) I would probably reco-end the removal of the ch·i Id.
4)

I

would definitely reco-end the re■oval of the child.

SET Z
7-a b C
Ji111D1y is a three year old boy who resides in the local area.
Today, your office received intor■ation fro■ a professional
alleging that he is at risk at home.
bruise mark visible on his back.

Ji-y has a suspicious

Mother explained this as a

fall while he was riding his tricycle.

You are told that

Jimmy's mother is currently livinc with her husband.
parent has a history ot substance abuse.
significant waiting list tor daycare.
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Neither

There is a

The family would only

acree to in bo■e intensive counaelinc, and tbia contract was
just ellainated.

The social worker baa a weichted caseload of

24, and la unable to personall7 provide intensive services."
There la no other inforaation.

Please circle your answer:

1) 1 would definitel7 not reco-end the reaoval of the cbild.
2) I would probably not reco-end the re■oval of the child.

3)

I would probably reco-end the removal or the ebild.
4) I would definitely reco-end the reaoval of the child.

8-a b c
Jimmy is a three year old boy who resides in the local area.
Today, your office received infor■ation fro■ a professional
allecinc that he is at risk at home,
bruise mark visible on his back.

Jimay has

&

suspicious

Mother explained this as a

tall while he was riding his tric�cle.

You are told that

Ji■ay's ■other is currently livinc with her husband,
parent has a hist�ry of substance abuse.

Neither

Ji■ay has been

referred for daycare and an opening will occur next week,

The

family would only agree to in ho■e intensive counseling, and a
slot will be available soon.

The social worker has a weichted

caseload of 18, and is able to personally provide intensive

services,"
answer:

There is no other information.
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Please circle your

1) I •ould detJnitel7
not rec-end tbe reao
•al of tbe child.
Z) I •ould probabl7 not
recoaaend the reao•al
of the ctitd.
3) J would Probabl,
reco-end tbe reaoyaJ
ot tbe child.
4) I •ould definitel7
rec�end th• re110Yal
of the child.
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PUT

a:

DSS SUPDVISOll

1. Are 7ou ourrentl7 a DSS aupervi�or?

suavn
Yea_ Ko_

2. Row ..n7 7ears have 7ou been a I>SS supervisor?
3. What is 7our cender!

aale___ teaale___

4. What is 7our ethnicity?
Asian_ Other_

Black_ White_, Hispanic__

5. Nuaber or rour own children:

c.

___years

o_

1_

Is ph7slcal discipline/spankinc ever og?

!_ 3+_

Yes_ No_

T. Were you ever phyaicall7 disciplined•• a child? Yes_ No_

8. If so, do rou consider the physical discipline you
received to be child abuse? Yes_ No_
9. Does the current Jack ot preventat he resources lea.d to a.n
increase in the number or children beinc reaoved,fro■ their
parenls? Yea_ No_
10. What should be done about an abused child?

Circle one:

a. Child should be removed from care ot person who caused the
injury the first time incident occurs,
b. Child should be removed from home only as a la.at resort.
c. If it seeas unlikely that person who injured child would
do it acain, its okay to lea.ve child in bis/her care,
d. None of these,
PLEASE RANK ORDER THE FOLLOWING ISSUES IN THEIR ORDER OF
IMPORTANCE: Low t
MOST IMPORTANT: Hirh t LEAST IMPORTANT,

=

=

11. Rank order (1, 2, & 3) the followinc:
Whnt is the i■portance of these problems:
__ Physical Abuse,
_Domestic Violence a Drue Abuse,
_Lack or Resources

.. What
Rank order (1, 2, 3, 4, • • • & 9) the followinr:
is the i■portance of these chances:

1.,

_Court Refor■
__Lower Caseloads
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_lncreaaed P&7
-Better Traininr•
-L ••• Paperwo rk
_Fo ater Care S7atea Ove
rhaul
_ lapl•entatt o n of
Faail7 Preservation
_Po aitive Media Co ver
_Increase DSS Revenue are
fr o■ o utaide ao urcea.
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